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Abstract
One of the major challenges of modern robotics is to enable robot operation in unstruc-
tured environments. Such environments are typically not only cluttered with various
objects, but also tend to change frequently and thus cannot be modelled adequately.
This is one of the main reasons why the applicability of most of the current robot
manipulators is still limited to strictly controlled industrial environments. The exist-
ing robot programming technologies and pure position control, which is used in most
of the current robot manipulators, are inadequate to extend the applicability of robots
outside of the controlled industrial work cells. Tasks that involve contacts with ob-
jects, whose positions are not accurately known, require controllers that regulate the
relationship between the robot pose and the arising forces and torques.
When operating in contact with the environment, e.g. in assembly tasks, it is impor-
tant that a robot properly responds to external forces and torques that act on it during
the task execution. In the first part of the thesis we present a new learning and adapta-
tion approach for teaching robot operations in contact with the environment. Such tasks
are hard to program by means of traditional robot programming techniques, therefore
we developed a new approach based on capturing data for learning contact tasks from
a human demonstrator. With the proposed approach, the acquired data are utilized for
robot movement adaptation according to contact forces and torques arising during the
task execution. The resulting adaptation process iteratively improves the initial robot
movements to ensure appropriate contact forces during motion and to speed up the task
execution. Both contacts with objects in the work cell as well as contacts with humans,
which arise in cooperative task execution, are considered.
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Stable and – even more importantly – safe execution of a contact task has to be en-
sured when working in cooperation or in vicinity of humans. Therefore, in the second
part of the thesis we present a passivity based approach for robot control in contact
tasks. The energy produced by the system is monitored and acted upon accordingly
to ensure passivity if the environment changes. This method ensures safe interaction
with humans and the environment.
In the third part, the generalization of contact movements is presented. Here the
learned operations are adapted and safely executed according to changes that occur in
the robot environment. Generalization relies on a database of example demonstrations
of robot movements that lead to successful task execution in varying configurations
of the robot work cell. For this purpose, a library, which consists of position and
orientation trajectories, the accompanying force-torque profiles, and the parameters
describing the task configuration associated with each demonstration, is recorded. The
proposed generalization method enables the robot to perform the desired task although
the demonstrated task configuration has changed. This way the number of demonstra-
tions necessary to learn a skill can be reduced.
In the fourth part of the thesis we discuss the issue of transferring the learned
assembly skills to new locations within the workspace of the robot. We apply external
sensors to detect objects and acquire information about their poses in the vicinity of
the robot. Object pose estimation with external sensors, e.g. RGB-D cameras, always
introduces noise into the system. Therefore, the trajectories are first transformed to the
new location an then adapted to ensure reliable, safe and fast execution of the task.
Finally, we show that a library of example demonstrations can be used for step-
by-step training of a planning algorithm, which can generate all possible assembly
sequences.
Key words: learning by demonstration, trajectory adaptation, iterative learning, ma-
nipulation, dynamic movement primitives, passivity, passive interaction, generaliza-
tion, trajectory transfer, object detection, planning.
1 Introduction
A large part of tasks performed by people in industrial and domestic environments in-
clude contacts between humans and objects in their surrounding. Such environments
are not only unstructured and cluttered with various objects, but also tend to change
frequently and thus cannot be modelled easily. This is one of the reasons why contem-
porary robotic systems are mainly used in strictly controlled industrial environments.
The demographic shift of population, with a far higher proportion of the elderly peo-
ple in many European societies, is driving the need for robots to start operating in our
everyday environments, in which they would help or cooperate with humans on a day
to day basis.
Robots operating in such environments have to be capable of executing tasks in
physical contact with humans and their surroundings. One of the crucial challenges
that need to be addressed is the safety of operation in human environments, where
any unforeseen, even minor impact can cause excessive forces exerted on humans or
objects in the robot’s environment.
Also in industrial environments, robots are increasingly shifting from mass-
production towards small lot sizes [1]. As reported in the 2016 edition of A Roadmap
for US Robotics [2], mass customization of products is ever more present in small and
medium enterprises, but also in big manufacturers, such as the automotive industry.
The impact of this trend is that the production systems have to adapt to handle more
product variations, shorter life cycles, and smaller batch sizes.
One of the main enablers of this transition are robotic systems that can be repro-
grammed quickly when a new task in a factory arises. Furthermore, such systems
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need to account for uncertainties and safe human – robot interaction when sharing the
workspace with humans. In addition, more robots need to handle a variety of differ-
ent tasks, if possible reprogrammed in a short time by non experts. Algorithms for
autonomous adaptation of robots to the current state of the robotic work cell, i.e., the
desired customized production, are another step further in the evolution of adaptive
robotic systems and work cells.
The first introductory chapter, deals with an overview of the state-of-the-art, fol-
lowed by the main aims of the thesis.
The second chapter is dedicated to adaptation of the robot movement in unstruc-
tured environments. The desired robot motion is first demonstrated by a human op-
erator with both the executed trajectory and the resulting forces and torques being
recorded. If the initial environment changes even slightly, the arising forces and
torques acting on the robot arm can change significantly and prevent a successful ex-
ecution of the task or even damage the manipulator. Therefore, in the second part of
the chapter a method for adaptation of the learned assembly skill is presented. The ini-
tial movement is adapted according to the measured and reference forces and torques,
thus ensuring a safe execution. In the last part of the chapter we present a robot learn-
ing mechanism to iteratively improve and learn the optimal movement for the given
environmental condition.
The third chapter frames on safe interaction. We start by analysing the energy of
each subcomponent of the system and derive a passivity observer. Passivity tells us
if the system is producing more energy then needed for the execution of the task. If
energy levels are increasing it could lead to unstable motion and consequently inflict
damage to the humans or the environment. Therefore, the speed of execution is modi-
fied according to the passivity observer, thus providing the ability to adapt the motion
and energy to the new environmental condition. In the last part of the chapter we show
how passivity can be applied to adaptive learning methods in order to ensure fast and
stable learning convergence.
Humans are experts when it comes to gaining new knowledge from previous expe-
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riences. In order to enhance the effectiveness and reduce set-up times, this paradigm is
adapted for statistical generalization of robot movements using a database of success-
ful task executions. In the fourth chapter generalization of movements is performed
using several sample implementations of the desired tasks. We focus on generaliza-
tion of orientation trajectories encoded with unit quaternions, position trajectories and
force torque profiles. The generalization procedure, in combination with trajectory
adaptation, gives a complete policy for in-contact task execution.
The fifth chapter presents a method for autonomous assembly of objects at various
locations of the robot’s workspace. A method for trajectory transfer to new locations
in the workspace, based on external sensory measurements, is presented. External sen-
sors introduce noise into the system, therefore adaptation and verification methods are
proposed to adapt the movement and ensure a high success rate of the task execution.
Furthermore, an autonomous learning algorithm for assembly planing purposes is pre-
sented. The algorithm autonomously designs experiments to learn object relations and
geometrical constrains of the given assembly. When the relations are learned, a model
of the assembly is derived and used for planing of assembly sequences.
The last chapter presents the conclusions and explains possibilities for future re-
search.
1.1 Review of the relevant scientific field
Current programming of industrial robots is time consuming and requires an experi-
enced programmer. For this reason, classical approaches are not suitable when pro-
gramming robot tasks for small batch production and robot operation outside of con-
trolled environments. Therefore, methods enabling fast, intuitive and reliable trans-
fer of human knowledge to robotic systems have been developed. One of the most
promising is Programming by Demonstration - PbD [3, 4] (sometimes also referred to
as learning by imitation or learning by demonstration).
In PbD, human motion is captured in several ways, for example: with kinesthetic
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guiding [5, 6, 7], haptic interfaces [7], optical sensors [8, 9] etc. Recent works in this
field, e.g. kinesthetic guiding of robotic arms [10], have shown that programming by
demonstration is suitable for industrial applications. Kinesthetic guiding has provided
the necessary framework for motion transfer in industrial settings, making use of the
new generation of robotic arms such as KUKA LWR, Universal Robot, and the lat-
est Franka Emika robot manipulators. The major advantage is that with kinesthetic
guiding we can avoid the need for converting human motion to robot motion.
Early developments in the 80’s concentrated on the development of methods to au-
tomatically synthesize robot programs from demonstrations [11, 12, 13], focusing on
reducing a task into simple symbolic graph structures written by if-then rules [14, 15].
Many works investigated the encoding trajectories as time-dependent functions using
splines [16, 17] and Hiden Markov Models [18, 19, 20]. A more modern approach is
to encode trajectories as dynamic systems that allow for easy application of various
modulations. Often, this is done by means of Dynamic Movement Primitives (DMP)
[21, 22, 23]. This framework enables efficient modulation of trajectories while they are
being executed, both spatially and temporally, because they are not explicitly time de-
pendent. Schaal et al. [24] explain that direct time dependence is often inappropriate,
since it does not allow to easily change the speed of execution. This is very important
for adaptation of movements in contact with the environment, because speed changes
in the execution phase are very frequent. Furthermore, direct time dependence does
not allow for stopping or restarting robotic movements in the event of unforeseen dis-
turbances during execution of the desired task. The ability to adapt speed is important
also because speed changes during execution of contact tasks are often required in or-
der to raise the success ratio. DMPs can be used to encode joint space and Cartesian
space trajectories. However, representation of orientation in the DMP framework is
not straightforward. Ude et al. [25] proposed a method for a singularity free repre-
sentation of orientations in quaternion space. This approach integrates the equations
of motion directly on the orientation manifold and is therefore guaranteed to generate
quaternions with unit norm.
In a typical learning by demonstration setup, robot trajectories that describe the
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kinematic information are recorded. In robot tasks that involve contacts only posi-
tion and orientation trajectories are not sufficient. Forces and torques during the task
execution are equally important. One of the early works in this field was presented
by Asada and Izumi [26]. The measured data was used to automatically program the
position and force set points for the hybrid force control framework. This approach
caused several problems inherited from hybrid force control. More recent works deal-
ing with force-based LbD were described by Rozo et al. [27], Koropouli et al. [28]
and Kormushev et al. [7], who used two systems to record task executions. With the
first system they recorded the positions and orientations of the desired movement and
with the second system the corresponding forces and torques. Simultaneous control
of force and position is physically impossible [29], and therefore these approaches all
have to make compromises between prioritising force control or position control. An
alternative is to adapt the stiffness (impedance) of the robot. By changing the stiffness
parameters interaction forces can be adjusted between the robot and the environment
[30]. Kronander et al. [31] presented a method for stiffness adaptation based on an in-
cremental algorithm depending on the external disturbances caused by a human. Pastor
et al. [32] introduced a method for real-time adaptation of demonstrated trajectories
depending on the measured sensory data. They developed an adaptive regulator for tra-
jectory adaptation based on estimated and actual force data. Gams et al. [33] proposed
a method for adaptation of demonstrated movements depending on the desired force,
with which the robot should act on the environment. Thus, they ensured the adaptation
of the learned movements to different surfaces.
Motion adaptation has to be performed in a safe and stable way. Therefore, the
energy of the system has to be accounted for. Time-domain passivity is based on com-
puting energy quantities online and injecting the necessary damping to ensure stability.
Passivity has first found its way into stability analysis in the field of network analysis
[34]. One of its first application in robotics has been in adaptive manipulator control
[35]. Classical force control methods, i. e. admittance, impedance and hybrid force
control, are well known in robotics [36, 37]. When it comes to interaction control, and
specially for impedance controlled robots [36], passivity has been studied for regula-
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tion of compliance [38] and contact-free scenarios [39]. If the task is to follow the
desired force profiles with an impedance controlled robot, the recent approach of uni-
fied force/impedance control proposed in [40] allows for accurate force tracking and
simultaneous impedance control. A combination of admittance and trajectory control
is presented in several works [41, 42, 43], focusing on tele-operation and trajectory
tracking. In humanoid robotics, passivity has been considered for gait stabilization
and posture control [44, 45, 46]. Finally, the augmentation of reference energy [47, 48]
and virtual energy tanks has drawn significant attention for stability analysis in robotics
[49, 40, 50], enhancing the robustness and safety aspects of task adaptation according
to environmental changes.
It is not always necessary to capture large amounts of sensorimotor data. With
learning algorithms, e. g. reinforcement learning [51], robots can acquire the missing
data on their own. In the work of Kalakrishnan et al. [52], a compliant robot mecha-
nism can learn the corresponding forces and torques by reinforcement learning while
performing a door opening task. Details of reinforcement learning approaches using
dynamic movement primitives are described in [53].
Nevertheless, adaptation of a single trajectory is unlikely to generate an appropriate
solution for more general situations, where the task execution needs to change signif-
icantly. A method for real-time adaptation of the learned trajectories depending on
the measured sensory data, where a force controller modified the accelerations of the
DMP to comply with the previously measured force profile, was proposed by Pastor et
al. [32]. The approach was also expanded to provide the statistically most likely force-
torque profile [54]. On the other hand, arbitrary desired force-torque profiles could
be tracked using iterative learning control [55]. In repetitive robotic tasks, iterative
learning is gaining increased popularity [56] due to its effectiveness and robustness.
To achieve effective results, careful tuning of learning parameters is required. For au-
tomated tuning of learning parameters, an adaptive learning approach was presented in
the work of Norloff et al. [57] and Tayebi [58].
A popular method of machine learning are neural networks [59, 60]. Due to their
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non-parametric nature, they can effectively represent nonlinear mappings. A major
drawback of neural networks in the past was their computational complexity of learn-
ing. In recent years there is a renewed interest in neural networks. New deep learning
approaches were successfully [61] applied in machine vision and language processing.
Recently, deep learning has been applied also in robotics to learn of task dynamics [62]
and for movement dimensionality reduction [63].
Another type of learning is based on statistical methods, e.g. Locally Weighted
Regression (LWR) [64], Locally Weighted Projection Regression (LWPR) [65] and
Gaussian Process Regression (GPR) [66]. Matsubara et al. [67] proposed an algorithm
for the generation of new control policies from existing knowledge, thereby achiev-
ing an extended scalability of DMPs, while mixture of motor primitives were used for
generation of table tennis swings [68]. On the other hand, generalization of DMPs was
combined with model predictive control by Krug and Dimitrov [69] or applied to DMP
coupling terms [70], which were learned and later added to a demonstrated trajectory
to generate new joint space trajectories. Stulp et al. [71] proposed to learn a function
approximator with one regression in the full space of phase and tasks parameters, by-
passing the need for two consecutive regressions. In the work of Forte et al. [72] a
comparison study of LWR and GPR for trajectory generalization was presented. This
work shows that higher accuracy can be achieved with LWR trajectory approximation.
Koropouli et al. [73] presented a generalization approach for force control policies.
By learning both the policy and the policy difference data using locally weighted re-
gression (LWR), they could estimate the policy at new inputs through superposition of
the training data. Finally, generalization using GPR was applied over combined joint
position trajectories and torque commands in the framework of compliant movement
primitives [74], extending the DMP framework beyond the kinematic motion.
One of the main industrial robotic tasks is robot assembly, e. g. peg-in-hole (PiH).
Model-based approaches have been extensively studied in the past [75, 76, 77], provid-
ing policies for industrial assembly purposes in constrained environments. In the con-
text of unconstrained environments, model-based approaches lack versatility, because
a model is often hard to obtain. Adaptation at this stage cannot be handled by feed-
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back control only, therefore new approaches, based on trajectory modulation and force
control are more adequate [27, 52, 78]. This comes into play when a task needs to be
executed at different locations and uncertainties are dictated by visual pose estimation
[1]. We use vision sensors to estimate the poses needed to transform the movement to
a new location. With the development of affordable systems such as Microsoft Kinect,
the popularity of RGB-D cameras has increased [79]. For object recognition and lo-
calization, variants of iterative closest point algorithms are often used [80]. There are
many implementations of this method, e.g. in the PCL [81] library. An improved
version of the basic algorithm was presented by Buch et al. [82].
In typical robotic scenarios, planing of assembly sequences and low-level control
are considered as separate problems. To improve versatility of the assembly process,
a system can learn the appropriate object constrains by itself conducting experiments,
or extract them from partially constructed assemblies given by a teacher in a virtual
[83] or real environment [84, 85]. Planning knowledge is often provided by spoken
dialogue [86] or by interaction in the human–robot domain [87, 88]. According to
Jimenez et al. [89], an assembly is an object composed of individual parts in given
relative placements, such that they do not overlap and each part is touching a subset
of the assembly. The aim of assembly sequencing, which is part of a broader problem
of assembly planning, is to compute an ordering of assembly operations that bring the
individual parts together, given a description of their final positions in the assembly.
The determination of feasible assembly sequences is the result of a search process
in the space of possible assemblies. Exhaustive search is the simplest strategy to ensure
completeness, but it is usually impractical due to the high computational cost, except
for very simple assemblies. Heuristic graph search strategies [90], neural networks, ge-
netic and others algorithms are often used instead [91]. Other approaches apply swarm
optimization methods to solve this problem [92]. Assembly planning can be success-
fully accomplished if all necessary features of all assembly entities are known. Eng et
al. [93] proposed an approach where features are extracted from CAD models. More
advanced approaches like answer set programming (ASP) [94] have been developed in
AI to deal with difficult, typically NP-hard problems.
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1.2 Contributions of the thesis
The four main novelties contributing to the scientific field are:
• The first novelty of the thesis is a system, that enables a user to demonstrate
contact tasks [95] and the accompanying methods for adaptation of the demon-
strated movement according to the contacts that arise during the task execution.
With the introduction of robot learning and adaptation, a robot can in an itera-
tive manner improve the acquired knowledge and ensure that the contact task is
executed at the appropriate speed and with the desired forces and torques.
• The second novelty is a passivity-based adaptation method for energy monitor-
ing [96, 97] of robot movement according to changes in the environment.
• When performing variations of the desired tasks, e.g. assembly of similar ob-
jects, robot movements can be automatically generated from a database of suc-
cessful task executions and modified to take into account the changes in the
workspace. The third novelty of this thesis complements previous methods on
statistical generalization of Cartesian and joint space trajectories with statistical
generalization of Cartesian space orientations [98] represented by unit quater-
nions and statistical generalization of force-torque profiles [99] for tasks in con-
tact with the environment [100].
• The final novelty of this thesis relates to the issue of autonomous assembly of
objects at various locations of the robot workspace, which are estimated by vi-
sion. The robot can autonomously design experiments, ensure and evaluate the
success of the performed task by applying exception strategies [101]. While ex-
ecuting the experiments, it acquires operational constraints [102], that can later
be used for assembly sequence planing.
The presented methods were evaluated in several experiments chosen both from every-
day and industrial tasks.
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2 Demonstration and adaptation of robot
trajectories in contact tasks
2.1 Recording the example movements
Demonstration of force-based tasks can be recorded in several ways. In this thesis we
focus on kinesthetic guiding [5], shown in Fig. 2.1. This method enables us to capture
6-D Cartesian space movement trajectories together with the forces and torques acting
on the end-effector. The measured forces and torques are thus given in the robot tool
frame. To record the training data, a human operator physically guides the robot along
the desired trajectory and thus receives the same feedback from the environment as the
robot. Consequently, the initial trajectories are from the human perspective optimal. If
necessary, they could be refined by means of reinforcement learning [52] or iterative
learning control [103] (discussed in section 2.3.1).
To learn new assembly skills from kinesthetic guiding, the following data are
recorded
Ad = {pi, j,qi, j, ṗi, j,ω i, j, p̈i, j,ω̇ i, j, ti, j}
Ti, NumEx
j=1, i=1 , (2.1)
where pi, j, qi, j are the measured Cartesian space positions and orientations (repre-
sented as unit quaternions). ṗi, j, ω i, j, p̈i, j, and ω̇ i, j are the associated linear and
angular velocities and accelerations, usually estimated from the recorded positions and
orientations by numerical differentiation. A more detailed representation of orienta-
tions encoded in the quaternion space can be found in [104, 25] and Appendix A. In
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Figure 2.1: Kinesthetic guiding of KUKA LWR robot arm, used for recording the example
movements.
addition, resulting forces and torques arising at the robot’s end-effector are needed
Fd = {F i, j,M i, j, ti, j}Ti, NumExj=1, i=1 . (2.2)
F i, j are the measured forces and M i, j are measured torques, all recorded at times
ti, j, j = 1, . . . ,Ti. Ti denotes the number of measurements in the i-th training set,
i = 1, . . . ,NumEx, is the index of the training set, and NumEx is the number of training
sets (example task executions demonstrated by kinesthetic guiding).
Note that some robots use joint torques to estimate the end-effector forces and
torques. In such cases the measured forces and torques are influenced by the human
demonstrator. To obtain net forces and torques that are not corrupted by the influence
of a human demonstrator, we play back the recorded motion in exactly the same con-
figuration of the workcell without human intervention. The forces and torques arising
during such playback are measured and stored instead of the forces and torques arising
during human demonstration. This procedure is normally not necessary if a force-
torque sensor is used to capture the demonstrated movements. On the other hand, it
must still be applied when precise movements are recorded and the operator has to
hold the robot at the tool mounted underneath the force-torque sensor.
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Robot trajectories can be represented in several ways. The most direct way is to di-
rectly use the sampled poses and times. Besides not providing any smoothing mech-
anisms it requires a lot of memory, a limitation of this approach is that the entire
trajectory is not smooth if the sampling rate is low.
Therefore, splines are often used in robotics ([16, 17]). Splines represent trajec-
tories by sequences of low-order polynomials. This way we can achieve adequate
smoothness of the trajectory, which is important for execution on real systems. The
main limitation of splines is that it is not easy to implement trajectory modification.
When modifying the trajectory, it is necessary to re-calculate and adjust the parame-
ters of polynomials, which is time consuming.
An alternative is provided by Dynamic Movement Primitives (DMP) introduced by
Ijspeert et al. [21, 23]. The main advantages of this approach are:
• compact trajectory representation,
• reference trajectory can be easily modified,
• indirect time dependence (normalized with phase),
• can be used to represent periodic and discrete trajectories.
2.2.1 Dynamic movement primitives
The framework consists of a set of non-linear differential equations with well defined
attractor dynamics without the danger of instability [24]. It generates autonomous
control policies, which are robust to external perturbations. The attractor landscape of
the system models the progression of the trajectory and can be easily learned from a
demonstration. For a single degree of freedom trajectory y, a discrete DMP is defined
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as follows:
τ ż = αz(βz(g− y)− z)+ f (s), (2.3)
τ ẏ = z, (2.4)
τ ṡ = −αxs, (2.5)
where s is the phase variable, z is the auxiliary variable and g is the desired goal of the
movement. Parameters αz, βz, αx, g and τ influence the behaviour of this second order
system. If the parameters are selected as τ > 0, αz = 4βz > 0 and αx > 0, then the
dynamic system has a unique point attractor at y = g, z = 0. Given the initial condition
s(0) = 1, Eq. (2.5) can be solved analytically by s(t) = exp(−αxt/τ). In our work,
the initial trajectory is adapted according to external sensory feedback, therefore it is
better to keep Eq. (2.5) as a differential equation.
The forcing term f (s) is defined as a linear combination of radial basis functions,
which enable the robot to follow any smooth demonstrated trajectory from the begin-














for k = 1, . . . ,N, where N is the number of radial basis functions, ck represent the
centers, and hk the widths of the radial basis functions distributed along the trajectory.
For more degrees of freedom, each degree is encoded by Eq. (2.3) – (2.4) with different
wk, and g, but with a common phase variable s and duration time τ .
To approximate any smooth trajectory with a DMP, the shape of the trajectory is
approximated by estimating weights wk, time constant τ , and goal configuration g.
Time constant τ is usually set to the duration of the movement, g to the final configu-
ration on the trajectory, while wk are estimated from the sampled positions, velocities
and accelerations using regression techniques. In this thesis we used the regression
approach described in [105].
Periodic motion can also be encoded by DMPs. The second order system for a
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single degree of freedom periodic movement is written as:
ż = Ω(αz(βz(g− y)− z)+ f (φ)), (2.8)
ẏ = Ωz. (2.9)
Here g is the anchor of oscillations. The phase variable φ is introduced to avoid time
dependency and it is assumed that the robot moves with constant frequency Ω:
φ̇ = Ω, (2.10)
f (φ) denotes the periodic forcing term. It is defined as a linear combination of N









Γk(φ) = exp(hk(cos(φ − ck)−1)), (2.12)
where r is the amplitude of the periodic movement and hk > 0. The movement fre-
quency Ω can be automatically determined from the data, as presented in papers from
Gams et al. [106] and Petrič at al. [107]. For multiple degrees of freedom, each degree
can be encoded with its own periodic DMP with the common phase variable φ .
2.2.2 Cartesian space Dynamic Movement Primitives - CDMPs
The above equations are suitable for representation of joint and position trajectories. In
Cartesian space movements the orientation trajectories need to be treated differently.
The resulting representation is called Cartesian space Dynamic Movement Primitives,
abbreviated as CDMPs. It was originally proposed in [25]. In CDMPs, the positional
part of the trajectory is treated as in standard DMPs, whereas the orientational part of
the trajectory is represented by unit quaternions that require special treatment, both in
the nonlinear dynamic equations and when integrating these equations.
For an easier understanding we write the original DMP notation for position tra-
jectories as presented in Eq. (2.3) and (2.4) in vector form. A CDMP consists of the
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following free parameters: weights wpk , w
o
k ∈ R
3 to respectively represent the posi-
tional and orientational part of the trajectory, trajectory duration τ and the final desired
position gp and orientation go of the movement. In the CDMP, the orientation is rep-
resented by a unit quaternion q = v+u ∈ S3, where S3 is a unit sphere in R4. The
proposed CDMP formulation for encoding position (p) and orientation (q) trajectories
is given by the following equations:
τ ż = αz(βz(gp−p)− z)+ fp(s), (2.13)
τṗ = z, (2.14)





τ ṡ = −αs. (2.17)
Here z and η denote the scaled linear and angular velocity (z = τ ṗ, η = τω ). Math-
ematical operations in quaternion space such as quaternion product ∗, conjugation q,
and the quaternion logarithm log(q) are explained in Appendix A. The forcing terms





















Note that the aforementioned free parameters wpk , w
o
k ∈R
3 are contained in the forcing
terms. They are used to approximate any given Cartesian trajectory positions and
orientations obtained by integrating Eq. (2.13) – (2.16). The nonlinear forcing terms
are defined as a linear combination of radial basis functions Ψk defined in Eq. (2.7).
The distribution of weights can be specified in various ways, but here we follow the







, hN = hN−1, k =
1, . . . ,N− 1. The time constant τ is set to the desired duration of the trajectory, i. e.,
τ = tT − t1. The goal position and orientation are usually set to the final position and
orientation on the desired trajectory, i. e. gp = ptT and g
o = qtT . Auxiliary math for the
calculation and integration of Cartesian space DMPs is given in Appendix A.
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In the following sections we explain how to adapt CDMPs to achieve the desired
forces and torques.
2.3 Trajectory adaptation
A direct replay of the demonstrated contact trajectory can result in significantly differ-
ent forces and torques then the ones captured during the demonstration. The difference
between the demonstrated forces and torques and the ones occurring during the trajec-
tory playback can arise due to:
• uncertainties in the placement of the manipulated object in the robot gripper,
• displacement of the objects in the environment compared to the demonstration,
• inaccurate calibration and noise of pose localization by vision.
This could worsen or even prevent successful execution of the assembly task. In order
to adapt to the new situation, the example trajectory has to be modified to prevent ex-
tensive forces and torques arising during the task execution. The transfer of the desired
movement based on the estimated pose is discussed in Chapter 5. In this Chapter we
focus on discrepancies produced by a slight change of the environment, i.e. grasping
uncertainties, or a simple change in the pose of the base assembly object. In this work,
the proposed adaptation is performed according to the admittance control low [37]








where pr(s) and qr(s) are the commanded position and quaternion sent to the robot
controller, pDMP and qDMP represent the demonstrated positions and orientations com-
puted by integrating the learned CDMPs and Ks1,Ks2 ∈ R3×3 are positive definite,
diagonal gain matrices. The error terms Ks1ep(s) and Ks2eq(s) respectively pro-
vide force-torque feedback. Vectors ϕ p(s) ∈ R3 and ϕ q(s) ∈ R3 denote additional
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translational and rotational displacements, which are learned by the procedure dis-
cussed in Sec. 2.3.1. Initially, the displacement vectors are set to ϕ p = [0,0,0]T and
ϕ q = [0,0,0]T. Displacement vectors calculated for the position and orientation part of
the trajectory ep(s), eq(s) ∈ R3 mapped to the base coordinate system of the robot are
defined as
ep(s) = q∗ (Fd(s)−Fm)∗q, (2.22)
eq(s) = q∗ (Md(s)−Mm)∗q, (2.23)
where Fd(s) and Md(s) are the desired reference force and torque at phase s recorded
during the demonstration, Fm and Mm the current measured force and torque, and
q the quaternion specifying the current orientation of the robot’s tool. Note that for
any unit quaternion q ∈ S3 and p ∈ R3, the expression q ∗ p ∗ q results in a vector
p rotated by a rotation described by q. When combining 3-D vectors and quaternions
like in quaternion multiplication of Eq. (2.22) and (2.23), 3-D vectors are interpreted as
quaternions with the scalar part equal to zero. Definition of the quaternion exponential
exp is provided in the Appendix.
Force-torque profiles recorded during the demonstration are encoded with Radial






















The weights {vFk , vMk }Nk=1 are the free parameters that can be adjusted to approximate
the reference force-torque profiles. Note that unlike in CDMPs, where radial basis
functions Ψk are multiplied with phase s in Eq. (2.19) to ensure faster convergence
to the desired goal after the end of the training interval, it is not necessary to add this
multiplication to Eq. (2.24) and (2.25) because force-torque profiles do not make sense
outside of the training interval.
The proposed controller tracks and adapts the desired demonstrated trajectory
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while trying to replicate the forces and torques as they were demonstrated. Force-
torque adaptation requires low gains (Ks) (Eq. (2.20) and (2.21)) for stable and robust
operation. Thus, force adaptation is usually slow. In order to effectively minimize the
force-torque error, the executed DMP trajectory is slowed down (we call this mecha-
nism phase stopping). Slowing down of the DMP was originally proposed by [21]. We
replace the original phase integration Eq. (2.5) with
τ ṡ = − αxs
1+αpxε
, (2.26)
where ε is the trajectory tracking error that can be estimated as ε = ‖p− pDMP‖+
γ d(q,qDMP), where p and q are the actual position and orientation of the tool center
point, respectively and γ is a scaling factor. In general, if the difference is large, ε
becomes large which in turn makes the phase change ṡ small. Thus, the phase evolution
is slowed down, giving time to admittance control to reduce the force-torque error.
Ijspeert et al. [22] proposed to modify also Eq. (2.4) to ensure faster error reduction.
For a single DOF, the original equation is given as
τ ẏ = z+αpy(ym− y), (2.27)
where ym denotes the actual position of the robot and y the DMP position. In CDMPs,
we rewrite the original equation (2.27) for positions, given with Eq. (2.14) and for
orientations, given with Eq. (2.16) and obtain








In the context of force feedback control, we replace the trajectory tracking error with
force tracking error








During the execution of the learned trajectory, the resulting position and orientation
offsets are sampled depending on the phase variable s, which ensures that the sampling
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is independent of the trajectory duration. Thus, the trajectory is sampled exactly the
same number of times as during training, even when the phase is slowed down during
the task execution due to the proposed phase stopping mechanism.
The aim of this approach is to adapt the demonstrated skill according to discrep-
ancies presented by the environment and guarantee a successfully execution. The ex-
ecution at this stage is not optimal, therefore in the following section we discuss the
applicability for trajectory optimization with robot learning.
2.3.1 Trajectory adaptation with iterative learning control
For optimization of the desired trajectory, we apply an iterative learning procedure
named Iterative Learning Control - ILC [103, 56]. ILC is an adaptation method that
can be applied to systems executing repetitive tasks. The objective of adaptation is to
track the desired reference signal on a fixed time interval Tf . A typical ILC equation
has the form
ul+1(t) = ul(t)+δel(t +∆t). (2.32)
where ul(t) is the control signal, l denotes the iteration cycle, δ represents the con-
vergence rate. The error prediction el(t) = yd(t)− yl(t) at time t, is computed from
the desired response yd(t) and the current system output yl(t). For a repetitive system,
this algorithm converges so that when l → ∞ we have yl(t)→ yd(t), for all t. This
algorithm modifies the control input in the next cycle based on the control input and
the calculated error from the previous cycle.
The aim of applying this learning approach is to iteratively modify the perturbed
demonstrated trajectory, thus reducing the force-torque feedback error of the trajectory
execution. After each iteration l, the offset trajectory is calculated using position and
orientation offsets
opj,l+1 = ϕ p,l(s j)+Ks1ep(s j), (2.33)
oqj,l+1 = ϕ q,l(s j)+Ks2eq(s j). (2.34)
When applying ILC, every learning cycle has to have the same time duration. As
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stated in Section 2.3, execution time of the trajectory can be prolonged if there is a dif-
ference between the measured force-torques and reference force-torques. Therefore,
each component ϕm of the calculated offset trajectory is represented as a linear com-
bination of M radial basis functions (same as in the DMP formulation in Eq. (2.6))










New data {omi,l+1}, i= 0, . . . ,T is taken from the last component of the offset trajectory,
where the first three components m = 1,2,3, represent the positional offset and m =
4,5,6, the angular velocity part. The aim of optimization is to find weights {wk,m} that






For each index m, the optimal weights are computed by solving the following system
of linear equations

































ψk represents the Gaussian kernel functions from the DMP formulation (2.7).
To explain the presented learning method, the system is depicted as a block diagram
in Fig. 2.2. In the diagram Ad(t) represents the demonstrated position and orientation
trajectory acquired by human demonstration and encoded with CDMPs. Qd(s) refers
to the combined signal of DMP position and orientation (2.13), (2.15), position and
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orientation errors (2.30), (2.31) and phase stopping (2.26), sampled at the common
phase s. Fd(t) denotes the reference demonstrated force-torque profiles and Fd(s)
denotes the output calculated by using Eq. (2.24) and (2.25). Due to uncertainties that
are the outcome of grasping, environment setting, robot tracking, etc., forces Fm and
torques Mm measured during the execution differ from the recorded forces and torques
Fd(s). The idea behind the learning algorithm is to reduce the discrepancies between
the measured and recorded forces and torques. Force-torque error is first transformed
into the base coordinate system of the robot. Using the admittance control the position
and orientation offset is calculated. These offsets are added to the offset from the
previous iteration cycle. The offsets are encoded as a linear combination of RBFs
enabling synchronization with the common DMP phase. The combined offset in the
current iteration is approximated in block ϕ (s) = {ϕ p(s),ϕ q(s)}. Robot commands
Qn are comprised of the DMP trajectory, the force feedback (2.20) – (2.21) and the
learned offsets (2.33) – (2.34). The process is repeated until the differences between the










Figure 2.2: Control scheme of the proposed learning approach.
One of the benefits of our approach is that the original demonstrated trajectory is
preserved. When a new situation arises, the offset can simply be reset and there is no
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need to demonstrate a new trajectory. Another benefit is the improved stability of the
overall learning control scheme. Namely, it was found that the repeated learning and
execution of the same signals with a DMP is subject to an exponentially growing bias,
which is caused by the discrete implementation of the DMP integration. In our algo-
rithm, the learned offset is encoded as a linear combination of radial basis functions,
which does not involve integration and therefore is not subject to this bias.
2.4 Experiments
The described approach was tested on two different robot platforms:
• Kuka LWR with 7 DOFs, equipped with an RH-707 two finger gripper. This
robot has a torque sensor in every joint, therefore no external force-torque sensor
is needed. The measured joint torques are transformed to Cartesian forces and
torques using the robot’s dynamic model.
• Universal Robot industrial arm – type UR5 – with 6 DOFs, equipped with ATI
(Gamma SI-130-10) force-torque sensor located at the wrist of the robot and a
SCHUNK WSG50 two finger gripper. This robot is driven by a high gain non-
compliant controller. UR5 robot features active gravity compensation and free
movement in teaching mode, thereby enabling kinesthetic guiding.
Figure 2.3: Parts of the Cranfield assembly benchmark
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The evaluation task was to perform assembly of differently shaped object found in the
Cranfield assembly benchmark [108], depicted in Fig. 2.3. The task was to insert round
and square shaped pegs into the corresponding holes of the base plate. In this evalua-
tion, we cover one example of each execution performed on the previously described
experimental platforms. Kinematic trajectories were in both cases obtained by kines-
thetic guiding. Uncertainties in the task were generated by displacement of the base-
plate and by grasping variations. Consequently, the reference forces-torque trajecto-
ries differ from the measured ones and there is need for adaptation of the demonstrated
movement. Similar scenarios were created for assembly tasks on both platforms.
2.4.1 Experimental evaluation on the impedance controlled robot
Figure 2.4: Measured forces during round peg execution. Dashed lines represent the demon-
strated forces, whereas the solid coloured lines correspond to measured forces during the five
iterations of the task.
The evaluation of round peg insertion was first performed with the KUKA LWR
impedance controlled robot. The proposed procedure was implemented in Matlab,
which communicated with the robot controller through the Fast Research Interface
[109]. After the initial demonstration, the baseplate was slightly displaced by hand
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and the trained trajectory executed using the proposed adaptation approach. Fig. 2.4
shows the demonstrated forces (blue dotted line) and the measured forces during the
learning cycles. It can be seen that with the application of force feedback control
and learning, after a couple of cycles the executed trajectory results in more similar
forces and torques compared to demonstrated forces and torques. The calculated off-
sets added to the original CDMP encoded trajectory are depicted in Fig. 2.5. It can be
seen that with every learning cycle the offsets are increasing, enabling the adaptation
of the trajectory and minimization of the force discrepancies.
Figure 2.5: Calculated position offsets in five consecutive cycles.
A more clear picture of the effect of learning algorithm can be observed in Fig.
2.6, where the phase evolution of the DMP encoded trajectory is depicted through-
out the learning cycles. The original phase is represented with the dashed blue line.
Whenever there was a difference between the demonstrated and the measured forces,
the phase was slowed down, thus giving time to the admittance controller to reduce
the error, resulting in a successful execution. Since the learning method reduces the
force-torque differences during the learning cycles, the phase stopping effect is less
and less frequent, enabling faster execution in each cycle.
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Figure 2.6: Phase evolution of the DMP encoded initial trajectory. Dashed line corresponds to
the initial phase of the demonstrated task, solid lines represent actual phase of the execution.
2.4.2 Evaluation of the phase stopping method
We statistically evaluated the phase stopping algorithm (presented with Eq. (2.27))
with the KUKA LWR robot arm to show the efficiency of the presented mechanism.
The evaluation was perform on a set of 50 PiH experiments with small round pegs
on. The executions were carried out with and without phase stopping at randomly per-
turbed position of the baseplate. The associated hole of the baseplate was randomly
moved in a range of approximately 10 mm2 around the position where the demonstra-
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(a) Statistical evaluation of the success rate of














(b) Comparison of force profiles, measured in
a successful PiH execution with and without
phase stopping.
Figure 2.7: Phase stopping evaluation.
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be seen that phase stopping improves the robustness of the proposed method. Further-
more, Fig. 2.7b shows the comparison of forces in both execution cases. It can be seen
that the execution with phase stopping makes the interaction forces more similar to
the demonstrated ones, consequently providing a faster execution of the demonstrated
task.
2.4.3 Experimental evaluation on the admittance controlled robot
Further experiments were carried out with an admittance controlled UR5 robot arm
from Universal Robot. The algorithm was implemented in Matlab, which was serv-
ing trajectory data through a ROS-Matlab bridge to the robot controller [110]. The
obtained result (Figs. 2.8 – 2.10) are comparable with the results gathered during ex-
periments with the KUKA LWR robot arm. The UR5 robot arm provides the capability
of kinaesthetic guiding, which we used for demonstrating the trajectory. Compared to
the KUKA robot arm the performance is less smooth due to friction in the robot joints.
Therefore, the initial trajectories were less optimal compared to the ones recorded with
the KUKA robot.
Figure 2.8: Forces during the square peg insertion on the UR5 robot.
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Figure 2.9: Phase evolution of the square peg insertion with UR5 robot.
Figure 2.10: Learned position offsets for the square peg execution on the UR5 robot.
In general, the PiH insertion is not as smooth and the adaptation takes longer to
diminish the force errors, for which one of the reasons is also the low communication
frequency of the robot controller. Consequently also the phase stopping mechanism
prolongs the execution time compared to the execution time after the initial demon-
stration. When comparing the offsets recorded with the KUKA (Figs. 2.5 and 2.10)
it can be seen that more adaptation is needed for tasks executed with the UR robot.
We can conclude, that this method can be used on different platforms with certain
limitations when it comes to performance.
3 Passive interaction of robot motion in
contact with the environment
In this chapter, a passivity-based method for robot tasks in contact with the environ-
ment is presented. A system is passive if the energy balance is not increasing, meaning
it is not producing energy. Thus, passivity is tightly related to stability, which comes
into play when a robot executes tasks in physical contact with the environment. In
the previous chapter we presented an adaptation method for task execution in contact
with the environment. To ensure stable adaptation of the system to the environmen-
tal changes, we rely on the concept of passivity-based control. The proposed system
consists of the following subsystems (Fig. 3.1):
• a DMP trajectory generator,
• admittance controller,
• impedance controller,
• model of the rigid robot.
An important property of passivity analysis is that the interconnection of passive
subsystems leading to an overall passive system. In the following section we define
the involved subsystems and derive the system’s passivity for the positional part of the
robot movement.
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Figure 3.1: Block diagram of the overall system, consisting of DMP trajectory generator and
desired force profile encoded with the common phase φ , the admittance and impedance con-
trollers, the rigid body robot and the environment. Moreover, the effect of the energy tank on
the system is depicted by the dotted lines.
3.1 Subsystem definition
In this section, a model of the Cartesian impedance controlled robot is given. In this
analysis we consider only a rigid-body robot for which the demonstrated trajectory is
encoded with DMPs.
3.1.1 Rigid-body robot model
Considering the position of the robot p ∈R3, the dynamics of rigid-body robot [37] in
Cartesian space with n degrees of freedom is written as:
BK(θ )p̈+CK(θ , θ̇ )ṗ+F g(θ ) = F c +F e, (3.1)
where θ ∈ Rn denotes the joint angle and θ̇ ∈ Rn the joint velocity. F e ∈ R3 are the
external reaction forces exerted by the environment on the end-effector. Note that F e
has the opposite sign compared to the measured reaction forces F m used throughout
Chapter 2, i. e. F e = −F m, because F m represents the forces applied by the end-
effector to the environment. The controller input ρ c ∈ Rn and the robot gravitational
vector gg(θ ) ∈ Rn relate to the Cartesian space forces by
ρ c = J
T (θ )F c, (3.2)
gg(θ ) = J
T (θ )F g(θ ), (3.3)
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where vector F c ∈R3 is the equivalent end-effector wrench corresponding to the input
joint torques ρ c and F g(θ )∈R3 are the gravitational effect forces. J(θ ) represents the
robots Jacobian matrix, BK(θ )∈Rn×n and CK(θ , θ̇ )∈Rn×n are the inertia, centrifugal
and Coriolis matrix of the robot in Cartesian space, which are related to the equivalent
joint quantities B(θ ) ∈ Rn×n and C(θ , θ̇ ) ∈ Rn×n via [111]
BK(θ ) = J#
T
(θ )B(θ )J#(θ ), (3.4)
CK(θ , θ̇ ) = J#
T
C(θ , θ̇ )−BK(θ )J̇(θ ). (3.5)
Here, the right-hand Moore-Penrose pseudo inverse[112] J#(θ ) =
JT (θ )(J(θ )JT (θ ))−1 is used for inverting the Jacobian matrix.
3.1.2 Cartesian impedance control
In order to achieve a closed loop Cartesian impedance control with the desired stiffness
Kx ∈ R3×3, damping Dx ∈ R3×3 and inertia identical to the robot inertia BK(θ ), the
impedance control law can be applied [113]
ρ c =−JT (θ )
[
Kx p̃+Dx ˙̃p−BK(θ )p̈d−CK(θ , θ̇ )ṗd
]
+gg(θ ), (3.6)
where p̃ = p− pd is the difference between the actual and desired pd ∈ R3 position
of the robot. Please note that the sign of the position error p̃ differs from the position
error defined in Eq. (2.22). As a result, considering (3.1), (3.2), (3.3) and (3.6), the
closed loop dynamics can be written as
BK(θ ) ¨̃p+
(
CK(θ , θ̇ )+Dx
)
˙̃p+Kx p̃ = F e. (3.7)
It should be mentioned at this point that due to the modularity of the passivity concept,
one may choose any other controller that together with the rigid-body robot results in
a passive system with respect to relative ports explained in Sec. 3.2.1.
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3.1.3 Trajectory generation with DMPs
DMPs are explained in Section 2.2.1. For the experimental evaluation we used periodic
DMPs given by Eq. (2.8) – (2.12). The task was to replicate a periodic polishing
motion. pDMP ∈ R3 denote the positional output of the DMP.
3.2 Trajectory modification via admittance control
While the Cartesian impedance controller (3.6) governs the closed loop behavior (3.7),
the aim is to adapt the demonstrated trajectory pDMP with respect to environmental
contacts. A common example is to modify the trajectory with respect to the desired
end-effector force profile F d ∈R3. In our case, the demonstrated trajectory is encoded
with DMPs and the desired force trajectory with RBFs (Eq. (2.24). They are syn-
chronized with the common phase φ . Modification of the trajectory is done via the
following admittance controller, defined as
F d +F e = Ba p̈a +Da ṗa +Ka pa. (3.8)
The controller dynamics are presented by a mass-spring-damper behavior with its de-
sired inertia Ba, damping Da, and stiffness Ka quantities. Overall, the system has the
input F d +F e and output pa ∈ R3. The combined adapted movement is presented as
pd = pDMP + pa. (3.9)
3.2.1 Subsystem passivity
In order to monitor stability of the overall system while interacting with the environ-
ment, we rely on the concept of passivity-based control. As noted above, one of the
important properties of passivity analysis is that the proper interconnection of passive
subsystems leads to an overall passive system.
Passivity-based control is a more intuitive method comparing to other stability anal-
yses (e.g. Lyapunov-based analysis) because it relates to physical systems via the en-
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ergy concept. More specifically, for our application we define a positive semidefinite
function E : R3 → R+, called a storage function [114]. For example, for a moving
object, a storage function E can be related to the kinetic energy, or in mechanical, sys-
tems the storage function is related to the elastic potential energy. Input into a passive
system can be related to effort (in our application force F ∈R3) and output of the pas-
sive system to flow of the power injected into the passive system (in our application




F T (u)ṗ(u)du, (3.10)
for all input signals F : [0, t]→ R3, initial states p(0) ∈ R3 and t > 0. Proving the
passivity of a system is equivalent to finding an appropriate storage function E(p)
such that:
Ė(p)≤ F T ṗ, ∀(p,F ). (3.11)
The concept of passivity is tightly related to Lyapunov stability. Function V : D →
R+ (in our case D ⊂ R3) is called a Lyapunov function if it is continuously differ-
entiable, V(0) = 0, and V(p) > 0,∀p ∈ D\{0}. From the passivity point of view, a
storage function E can be considered as a Lyapunov function. Considering Eq. (3.11)
and assuming that E(0) = 0, E is Lyapunov function around p = 0 and if effort F ≡ 0
then Ė ≤ 0 and the system is stable.
We continue with the passivity derivation for each subcomponent of the system
presented in Fig. 3.1. The overall passivity is investigated at the end.
Environment While in passivity-based analysis there is no need for exact model of a
system, it is a common assumption that the objects in the environment are passive w.r.t.
the pair 〈ṗ,−F e〉. Thus, it is sufficient to assume that there exists a storage function
Eenv that
Ėenv ≤−ṗT F e. (3.12)
Cartesian impedance controlled robot Considering (3.7), the proposed storage
function for the combined system of Cartesian impedance controller and rigid body
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=⇒ Ėm ≤ ˙̃pT F e = ṗT F e− ṗTd F e, (3.14)




a )F e and the skew-symmetry of the matrix ḂK(θ ) −
2CK(θ , θ̇ ) is taken into account. Thus, the Cartesian impedance controlled robot is
proven to be passive w.r.t. the pair 〈ṗ− ṗd,F e〉.









And the time derivative
Ėa =ṗTa (Ba p̈a +Ka pa)
=ṗTa (F d +F e)− ṗTa Da ṗa︸ ︷︷ ︸
≥0
=⇒ Ėa ≤ ṗTa F d + ṗTa F e. (3.16)
Consequently, the admittance control law system is passive w.r.t. the pair 〈ṗa,F d +
F e〉.
3.2.2 Passivity of overall system
Definition of the overall storage function
Etot = Em +Eenv +Ea, (3.17)
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passivity of the system can be investigated by analysing the timely derivative of Etot.
Considering (3.12), (3.14) and (3.16), and replacing pd with its equivalence via (3.9)
it can be concluded that
Ėtot = Ėm + Ėenv + Ėa
≤ ṗT F e− ṗTDMPF e− ṗTa F e− ṗT F e
+ ṗTa F d + ṗ
T
a F e
= ṗTa F d− ṗTDMPF e. (3.18)
Hence, the overall system is passive w.r.t. the pairs 〈ṗa,F d〉 and 〈ṗDMP,−F e〉, see
Fig. 3.2.
The deduced passivity does not necessarily imply the stability of the system, as one
should also pay attention to the power being injected to the system through the ports
〈ṗa,F d〉 and 〈ṗDMP,−F e〉. In the following we define a reference power to which the
injected power has to be compared to ensure the stability of the system.
3.2.3 Reference energy
Considering the encoded DMP trajectory pDMP with its task frequency Ω
re f , as well
as the desired force profile F d , the reference power trajectory is written as follows
Win = ṗTDMPF d. (3.19)
Reference power Win is considered as power coming from a passive system (therefore,
in the flowing it has a negative sign) with the storage function Ere f such that according
to (3.11):
Ėre f ≤−Win. (3.20)
Considering (3.18) and (3.20), we can write
Ėtot + Ėre f ≤ ṗTa F d− ṗTDMPF e−Win. (3.21)












Figure 3.2: Port-based modeling of the subsystems and their relative power variables.
Thus, for the overall passivity we show:
ṗTa F d− ṗTDMPF e−Win ≤ 0 (3.22)
Since F d is specified by user demonstration, F e and consequently ṗa are not mod-
ifiable (variable-gain admittance control is not considered), and moreover Win is fully
specified by Eq. (3.19) if the desired motion and forces have been defined, the only
possibility to keep the expression (3.22) valid is to modify the norm of ṗDMP. This
can be accomplished by modifying the movement frequency Ω, which determines the
speed of motion defined by a periodic DMP.
In the following section we present a novel approach to determine the frequency of
periodic DMP pDMP in order to preserve the passivity of the system.
3.3 Obtaining system passivity
3.3.1 Passivity observer (PO)
Based on (3.22) a passivity criterion is derived, by which the system’s passivity can be
observed at all times. Therefore, the power of the system Wacv is defined as
Wacv(t) = ṗTa (t)F d(φ(t))− ṗTDMP(φ(t))F e(t)−Win(φ(t)), (3.23)
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where φ is obtained via (2.10) with the task frequency of Ω that is updated at each




Note that in the ideal case where the environment does not change F e =−F d , leading
to ṗa = 0. Consequently, also the system energy Wacv(t) = 0 and the passivity is
preserved.
3.3.2 DMP phase modification
The output velocity of the periodic DMP is changed according to the PO output (3.24)
in case that passivity is violated, DMP velocity ṗDMP is reduced to give the admit-
tance controller more time to adapt to the change. Moreover, if the system is passive,
ṗDMP velocity can increase. Such performance can be achieved by changing the phase
function (2.10) by calculating a new task frequency Ω
Ω = Ωre f −KpWacv, (3.25)
where Ωre f denotes the reference task frequency, acquired while the trajectory was
demonstrated, and Kp is the positive gain. As shown in Sec. 3.4, using this approach
brings Wacv towards zero, inducing stable behavior. However, to ensure the overall
passivity of the system, the presented policy is not sufficient. Hence we must augment
the energy tank.
3.3.3 Energy tank augmentation
Considering the power balance in Eq. (3.23) and the passivity observer Eq. (3.24) it
can be concluded that the greater the dissipated power, the stricter the inequality in
the passivity condition. In other words, the energy dissipated represents a passivity
margin. Therefore, some non passive actions can be implemented without violating
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passivity as long as the energy they introduce is lower than the energy dissipated by
the system.
In order to ensure a passive adaptation to environmental changes, we keep track of
the energy dissipated by the system by creating a reservoir of energy that can be used
for performing adaptation without violating passivity. The reservoir is called energy
tank and has firstly been introduced in [115, 116]. The main idea of the energy tank
is to limit the amount of injected power into the system ensuring the overall passivity.
The potentially passivity violating powers are the outcome of sensor measurements
accounted in the passivity observer (3.23). The solution is to ensure that the energy
associated with this injected power (i.e. Wacv(t) > 0) is limited. This means that the
energy of the whole system would still stay limited over time. In this way, not only
passivity is preserved, but an extra robustness margin is introduced in case a certain
amount of additional energy is required to perform the task. Finally, if the assigned
amount of energy is not sufficient, the velocity decreases until the system stops. Tank




pTt pt . (3.26)




where λt is defined as
λt =

1 if Wacv ≤ 0,
0 otherwise.
(3.28)
The main purposes of λt is to enable or disable the energy flow from the admittance
controller if the passivity is violated. κt is responsible to keep the energy tank below




1 if Et < Eupper,
0 otherwise.
(3.29)
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To smoothen the transition from full to empty, we define ιt as
ιt =











if Elow ≤ Et < Elow +µE ,
0 otherwise,
(3.30)
where µE defines the threshold above the lower limit of the energy tank and ensures
that tank energy reduces to zero when Et = Elow. By setting the initial tank energy Et,0,
the tank scales the task frequency as follows
Ω̄ = ιtΩ, (3.31)
where Ω̄ is the newly assigned frequency of the DMP. Moreover, since the dynamics
of the tank also depend on the output velocity of the admittance control ṗa, the energy
level will also effect the admittance controller
˙̄pa = ιt ṗa, (3.32)
where pa is the admittance control output obtained from (3.8), and p̄a is the new value
sent to the system via (3.9). Hence, if there is not enough energy in the tank, ιt will
decrease to zero, and consequently the output velocity of the DMP and admittance
controller will decay to zero, eventually stopping the whole system. Considering (3.27)
to (3.32), as long as κt 6= 0, it can be seen that
Ėt =−Wacv. (3.33)
Thus, a combined system consisting of the overall system storage function Etot, the
reference energy Ere f and tank energy Et is defined as
EΣ = Etot +Ere f +Et . (3.34)
Considering (3.18), (3.20), (3.23), and (3.33) we get
ĖΣ = Ėtot + Ėre f + Ėt ≤ ṗTa F d− ṗTDMPF e−Win︸ ︷︷ ︸
Wacv
−Wacv ≤ 0. (3.35)
























Figure 3.3: Block diagram of the phase function assignment algorithm including the passivity
observer (PO), virtual energy tank, its upper and lower limit variables, and primary and final
frequency assignment
Moreover, if κt = 0, the following holds
Ėt =

0 if Wacv ≤ 0,
−Wacv otherwise.
(3.36)
In turn, (3.35) turns into
ĖΣ ≤Wacv if Wacv ≤ 0,
ĖΣ ≤ 0 otherwise,
=⇒ ĖΣ ≤ 0, (3.37)
proving that the combined system is passive, for all cases.
The overall phase modification approach as well as the tank effect are depicted in
Fig. 3.3 and experiments shown in Section 3.4.
3.4 Experimental results
The proposed method was tested on the KUKA impedance controlled robot, see Fig.
3.4. The considered task was to polish a surface which can change during execution.
External forces F e were measured with ATI force-torque sensor mounted at the wrist
of the robot arm, giving more accurate measurements than provided by the robot joint
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tion. The robot has to
adapt to the change.
(c) Phase 3: Robot
has adapted to the
change, passivity is
preserved.
(d) Phase 4: Robot
stops, because pas-
sivity was violated.
The tank energy is
completely drained.
Figure 3.4: Still images of the humanoid robot polishing the table at different sections of the
task, with introduced changes of the environment.
torque sensors. In this experiment the challenge was to maintain the normal force to the
table, although the hight of the table can change in the process. Therefore, only forces
in the global z direction were relevant. In this experiment the energy of the system
can be related to potential energy changing in respect to the hight of the table. Pre-set
conditions, which were empirically determined, are desired force F d = [0,0,10]T N,
upper limit Eupper = 0.6 J and lower limit Elow = 0 J of the tank. As described in the
work of Lee et al. [117], if the tank energy is not bounded, the available energy can
become very large over time, and even if the system remains passive, it can lead to
unstable behavior.
In the first phase of the experiment, the desired polishing motion was demonstrated
to the robot, encoded with periodic DMP, and executed (Fig. 3.4a). For better under-
standing the experimental results are divided into phases shown in Figs. 3.4, 3.5 and
3.6.
Phase 1 of the experiment shows the initial, stable, periodic polishing motion. Wacv
remains 0, the system passivity is preserved and no energy is drained from the tank.
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Figure 3.5: In the first graph robot positions are presented, the second and the third graph
respectively represent the DMP and admittance reference velocities, the fourth graph shows
the external measured and desired forces. Black vertical dashed lines separate different phases
of the experiment.
In phase 2 one corner of the table has been lifted, introducing a change to the en-
vironment (Fig. 3.4b). Passivity (3.23) is violated and the DMP slows down. This
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Figure 3.6: In the first graph DMP phase changes are depicted. Changing of the system’s
passivity is presented in the second graph. Energy evolution of the energy tank is shown with
blue solid line in graph three, whereas tank boundaries are marked with colored dashed lines.
Black vertical dashed lines separate different phases of the experiment.
gives time to the admittance control to adapt to the change. During the first half of
the periodic movement, the hight of the table changes compared to the demonstrated
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movement. To adapt to the change the system needs extra energy (non-passive re-
sponse when going up the slope), which is injected from the energy tank. In the second
half of the movement (going down the slope), the system response is passive. At this
stage energy is produced and stored in the energy tank. Thus we have shown that the
overall passivity of the system and energy stored in the tank can be preserved despite
the changes in the environment.
In phase 3 of the experiment, the second corner of the table is lifted, introducing
a different change to the environment (Fig. 3.4c). The adaptation is done in a single
period of the movement. In the process the system has slowed down giving more time
to the admittance control to adapt the external forces. Furthermore, some energy from
the tank was injected into the system (e.g. the potential energy has changed compared
to the demonstrated movement), therefore the overall tank energy has reduced and the
passivity was preserved. However, in this phase there is no movement that injects
energy to the tank, hence the overall energy level has been reduced.
Phase 4 represents a strong passivity violation when one corner of the table has
been lifted much more than in phase 2 and 3. The demanded system energy to pre-
serve passivity is too high and the tank energy is fully drained before the robot reaches
the top of the table. Once there is no energy left in the energy tank, the system stops,
preventing the non-passive response and consequently damage to the robot or the en-
vironment. When there is no more energy in the tank, the system cannot recover and
has to be restarted.
4 Generalization of robot trajectories in
contact tasks
It is not effective to demonstrate every variant of the task in dynamic environments
that change frequently. Instead the available knowledge should be generalized to new
variations. The main goal of this chapter is to propose a methodology for the creation
of new contact movements using a library of example movements in contact with the
environment.
Among the most widely used statistical learning methods are Gaussian Process Re-
gression (GPR) [118, 119] and Locally Weighted Regression (LWR) [64, 120]. In both
cases, a dataset consisting not only of trajectory data but also of other task parameters,
is used for statistical learning. GPR is a method that uses the entire example data base
to generate new movements. On the other hand, LWR is a non-parametric method
that generates local models for each new input query. The entire database is stored in
memory, from which new outputs are computed.
GPR does not allow for on-line changing of the parametrized model, therefore
it is usually used in a two-step learning approach. In the first step, training of the
model involves matrix inversion, where the size of the system matrix is linear in the
number of example movements. The computational complexity at this stage is high,
therefore it is done off-line. Moreover, some hyperparameters must be estimated by
nonlinear optimization. In the following step, new movements can be generalized
with simple matrix multiplication, which is not computationally expensive and can
be computed on-line. On the other hand, locally weighted regression, due to local
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models and relatively small computational requirements, allows for on-line adaptation
of models, therefore it is suitable for incremental learning. A comparison study of
the two methods was presented in the work of Forte et al. [72], showing results on
reaching movements which were not in contact with the environment. In contact tasks,
it is important to predict the entire skill comprised of the positional trajectories and
force-torque profiles. The new prediction in combination with adaptation leads to a
successful and safe execution of the contact skill.
4.1 Database construction for statistical learning
The application of statistical methods for movement generation requires a database of
successfully performed movements. Data acquisition using learning by demonstration
techniques (Fig. 4.1) for contact tasks was described in Section 2.1. When construct-
ing a database for statistical learning, not only position, orientation and force-torque
trajectories are stored, but also task descriptors describing the current environment.
Task descriptors are also referred to as external conditions or queries bi
Bd = {bi}NumExi=1 , bi ∈ Rn. (4.1)
In this thesis we propose two extensions for the generalization methods originally pro-
posed in [105]. We first present a generalization procedure for orientation trajectories,
which main feature is to preserve the unit norm of the quaternion representation of ori-
entation (see Section 4.5.1). For evaluation purposes we implemented a valve turning
task. A database consisting of orientation and position trajectories as well as queries
describing the rotation angle bi = υi of the valve turning task was first constructed.
The second extension deals with the generalization of contact movements (see Section
4.5.3). For this purpose, a database of PiH executions was constructed. In the PiH
database, queries bi were defined by the depth of the hole hi and the diameter of the
hole di, bi = [hi,di]T .
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Figure 4.1: Kinesthetic guiding of KUKA LWR robot arm, which was used to capture the train-
ing data for generalization of force-torque profiles (left) and orientational trajectories (right).
4.2 Generalization using Locally Weighted Regression (LWR)
In previous works, LWR was used for the generalization of position trajectories. In
[105] it was applied to generalize throwing, reaching and drumming movements. In
this thesis we implemented the previously mentioned approach, for generational of
Cartesian space position trajectories.
One of the contributions of this thesis is a new approach for statistical learning
of orientation trajectories in the unit quaternion space. In this chapter we show how
LWR can be applied for the generalization of orientational motion so that the computed
trajectory is guaranteed to lie on the orientation manifold, i. e. so that the outcome of
generalization is a unit quaternion trajectory. The second novelty is to show how to
apply LWR for the generalization of force-torque profiles, thus generating a suitable
profile for an action at any configuration of the workcell.
Referring to Section 2.2.2, the Cartesian position and orientation trajectories





k=1, trajectory duration τ , and the final desired position g
p and orientation go.
On the other hand, force-torque profiles are encoded as linear combinations of radial
basis functions (see Eq. (2.24) and (2.25)). The weights of the encoded force-torque
profile vFk , v
M
k need to be computed from the database to computed the generalized
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force-torque profiles.
As the name locally weighted regression suggests, LWR computes local models
by putting more emphasis on the data with training queries bi close to the given query














T, . . . ,woN
T, τ, goT
]T
,woj ∈ R3, (4.3)
to get the CDMP trajectories, and








, . . . ,vMN
]T
, (4.4)
to compute reference force-torque profiles.
We use the same function for the generalization of position trajectories Gp as in
[105], therefore we refer the reader to this paper for implementation details. In the
following section we explain the generation of the mapping Go, whereas the mapping
G f m is explained in Section 4.4.
4.3 Generalization of orientation trajectories
Generalization procedures for position trajectories cannot be analogously applied to
the generalization of unit quaternion trajectories because the resulting generalized ori-
entation would not preserve the unit norm. Such a procedure would require an ad-
ditional normalization step. In this section we present an approach that allows us to
apply locally weighted regression without normalization. The proposed procedure gen-
eralizes among the differences between orientation trajectories instead of quaternion
trajectories directly.
It starts by searching for a training query point bk closest to the new given query b,
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In the evaluation we used the Euclidean norm, but other metrics could be used if re-
quired by the definition of query points. We continue by computing the unit quaternion
DMP qDMPk for the orientation trajectory closest to the given query point b. The fol-
lowing data stored in the database is used for this purpose
{qk, j,ω k, j,ω̇ k, j, tk, j}Tkj=1. (4.6)
Next, differences between the training trajectories (2.1) and the estimated qDMPk are
calculated along the phase of the training data. These calculated differences define a
new training data set
A ′d = {r i, j, ti, j}
Ti, NumEx
j=1, i=1 , (4.7)
where














Note that τi = ti,Ti, ti,1 = 0. Unlike unit quaternions qi, j, difference vectors r i, j ∈R3 are
unconstrained. Hence locally weighted regression can be applied to these data with-
out constraints. Another important point is that r i, j correspond to the rotation vector
representation of orientation, often called exponential coordinates. This representation
is minimal and thus, as every minimal representation of orientation, contains singular-
ities. However, due to the properties of exponential and logarithmic maps defined in
the appendix, these singularities only arise at large rotation angles. In the following we
explain why our generalization approach is guaranteed to avoid such rotation angles.
Given training data (4.7), we can compute the generalized difference trajectory r
associated with the given query point b.We write this difference trajectory as a linear


















, the application of locally weighted regres-
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‖X ivrl −r i,l‖2K(b,bi), l = 1,2,3, (4.11)
where K is the weighting kernel (explained below), d is the metrics in the space of
query points b and
r i,l =
[

































To put more emphasis on the data associated with queries closer to the current query,
we chose the tricube weighting kernel K [64] for locally weighted regression
K(b,bi) =
 (1− (‖b−bi‖/d)
3)3 if ‖b−bi‖/d < 1
0 otherwise
. (4.15)
The tricube kernel has finite support and continuous first and second derivatives. Thus,
the first two derivatives of the generalization function G f m are also continuous. Only
training data with query points bi, for which the distance to the current query b is
smaller than d, are considered when performing locally weighted regression as K(b,bi)
is equal to zero for all other i. Hence the computational complexity of the optimization
problem (4.11) is reduced through this choice of K because the orientation trajectories
for which K vanishes do not influence the result of optimization problem (4.11). This
makes the system matrix associated with the objective function (4.11) bounded.
Many other possible choices for the weighting kernel K exist, see [64] for more
possibilities. As discussed in [64], the choice of the weighting kernel is usually not
critical for generalization accuracy. In our experiments we obtained good performance
with the selected kernel.
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Since K(b,bi) > 0 is true only in the local neighborhood of b, the relevant dif-
ference vectors r i, j remain small, assuming that the orientation trajectories smoothly
transition between each other. Since the rotation vector representation contains no sin-
gularities in the neighbourhood of r = 0, the optimization problem (4.11) avoids any
critical areas where the rotation vector representation becomes discontinuous. Thus
the optimization problem (4.11) remains well defined.
To use the generalized differences on a real system, thus need to be related to the
orientational part of the CDMP. This transformation can be calculated by multiplying
the generalized rotation difference trajectory (4.10) with the quaternion DMP closest
to the query point, i. e. qDMPk
qDMP(s) = exp(r(s))∗qDMPk (s). (4.16)
While we could apply Eq. (4.16) directly to control the robot, it is usually advanta-
geous to encode the resulting orientation trajectory with CDMPs [25]. This way we can
exploit all the advantages of DMPs, which is not possible with representation (4.16).
The example goal orientations as well as the duration of movements are directly
available in the data. They are given as
goi = qi,Ti, τi = ti,Ti, i = 1, . . . ,NumEx. (4.17)











Since we cannot add unit quaternions, a different method has to be used to generalize







where d is a metric on a 4-D unit sphere defined in Appendix Eq. (A.5). Optimization
problem (4.19) is nonlinear and can be solved using iterative methods such as Newton’s
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4.4 Generalization of force-based skills
To generalize force-based skills, we need to generalize not only positions and orien-
tation trajectories but also force-torque profiles. The generalization of force-torque
profiles is equivalent for all six dimensions, therefore we here focus on one dimension
of force profile (2.24), with the corresponding weights denoted as v = [v1, . . . ,vN ]T .









, j = 1, . . . ,Ti, (4.21)
where the phases si, j are defined by the phase equation (2.17). Thus, they are given by




. For the i-th task demonstration, Eq. (4.21) is a system of linear
equations in vk. Therefore it can be written in a matrix form
f i =X iv, (4.22)
























Note that these matrices are dependent only on the distribution of the phase, not on













By applying locally weighted regression [64] we can generalize the training data (2.2)
and (4.1) to a new query point s by solving the following least squares optimization






‖X iv− f i‖2K(‖b−bi‖), (4.25)
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where K is the weighting kernel that defines the influence of each training set. Just like
in case of orientations, we chose a tricube weighting kernel to put more emphasis on
the nearby data points.
4.4.1 Adaptation of generalized trajectories
During te execution of the generalized trajectories encoded as CDMPs, the resulting
forces and torques can differ from the ones estimated by the generalization method. If
these discrepancies are significant, they could cause the execution to fail or even dam-
age the objects in the workcell or the robot. Therefore, the execution has to be carried
out with adaptation. As described in Section 2.3, error feedback calculated from the ac-
tual and demonstrated forces and torques can be used to modify the robot’s movement,
thus reducing the discrepancies between the desired and actual forces and torques.
Thus instead of using the demonstrated forces and torques as in the original method,
the error feedback is calculated by comparing the generalized and actual forces and
torques that arise during the execution. The error feedback definition ep(s) ∈ R3 (Eq.
(2.22)) for positions and eq(s) ∈ R3 (Eq. (2.23)) for orientations is changed to
ep(s) = q ∗ (F gen(s)−F m)∗q, (4.26)
eq(s) = q ∗ (Mgen(s)−Mm)∗q, (4.27)
where F gen and Mgen denote the generalized force and torque at phase s and F m and
Mm the current measured force and torque. q is the current orientation of the robot.
Using this error feedback, the generalized position and orientation trajectory can be
modified to ensure successful execution of the contact task.
4.5 Experimental evaluation
Similarly to the previous chapters, the developed methods were evaluated on a real
robot. First, we present the evaluation of the orientation generalization in simulation
and on a real task of turning a valve. Then the experimental evaluation of the combined
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force-torque and orientation generalization is presented based on a PiH assembly task.
4.5.1 Generalization of CDMP trajectories using simulation
























Figure 4.2: Synthesized database for generalization between minimum jerk SLERP trajecto-
ries, represented as quaternions q = v+u. The simulated trajectories are shown in blue, while
the resulting generalized trajectories are shown in red.
We first describe the results of orientation DMP generalization using simulated
data. We synthesized an example set of 21 minimum jerk SLERP trajectories [121],
with 10 of them shown in red in Fig. 4.2. All orientation trajectories started at the
same initial orientation and finished at different, but evenly distributed end orienta-
tions. The rotation angles of the final orientations with respect to the initial orientation
were used as query points for generalization. In our simulation test, the 11 orientation
trajectories shown in blue were used as training data for generalization at intermediate
queries (rotation angles) using the generalization approach described in Section 4.3.
The intermediate queries were the same rotation angles at which the other 10 orienta-
tion trajectories (not used to define a training data set) were calculated. The results are
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shown in red in Fig. 4.2.











Figure 4.3: The difference between the LWR generalized trajectories and the corresponding
minimum jerk SLERP trajectories at the same queries, calculated using formula (A.5). The
errors of the two trajectories generalized close to the edge of the database are depicted in green
and red, while all other 8 are depicted in blue.
For testing the accuracy of the generalization method, we calculated the difference
between the LWR generalized trajectories (red in Fig. 4.2) and the simulated mini-
mum jerk SLERP trajectories synthesized at the same intermediate query points as the
generalized orientation trajectories. The results can be seen in Fig. 4.3. The calculated
quaternion difference d using formula (A.5) is very small for most of the trajectories,
although the generalization errors closer to the edge of the database are higher (repre-
sented in red and green). This outcome is consistent with the results presented in the
paper of Ude et al. [105].
4.5.2 Generalization of CDMP trajectories using a real robot
After the initial results from simulation had turned out promising, we carried out ex-
periments on a real robot. The challenge was to turn a valve, shown in Fig. 4.4,
to the desired final configuration from any starting angle. The recorded trajectories
were not as smooth as the simulated ones, which made the task of generalization more
difficult. To build the training set for generalization, a human operator demonstrated
















Figure 4.4: Valve (left) for testing the proposed orientation generalization method on a real
robot. Blue color indicates the demonstrated example queries, while the red arrows show the
example queries for generalization. The snapshots on the right show the robot arm at angles
υ j = [−68.75◦,−31.25◦,18.75◦,68.75◦].
13 movements, all starting at different initial angles and ending in the same configu-
ration. The starting angles [−75◦,−62.5◦,−50◦,−37.5◦,−25◦,−12.5◦,0◦,12.5◦,25◦,
37.5◦,50◦,62.5◦,75◦] are shown with blue colored arrows in Fig. 4.4. They were saved
as queries bi = υi.
The recorded database of valve turning movements, shown in blue in Fig. 4.5, was
used to synthesize new movements with the desired initial angle of the valve used
as query for generalization. The generalization results for all intermediate queries
[−68.75◦,−56.25◦,−43.75◦,−31.25◦,−18.75◦,0◦,18.75◦,31.25◦,43.75◦,56.25◦,
68.75◦] are shown in Fig. 4.5.
The real-world generalization results are comparable to simulation results. They
are presented in Fig. 4.6. The differences were calculated using leave-one-out cross-
validation method, where each trajectory saved in the database was left out and gen-
eralized to that specific query point. With this method we calculated the quaternion
difference between the generalized trajectory and the demonstrated trajectory stored
in the training set using Eq. (A.5). The human demonstrated trajectories are not as
uniformly distributed and smooth as the ones generated in simulation, therefore the
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discrepancies are larger compared to the results from Fig. 4.3. Note, however, that the
differences remain small and most of the time below 0.01 rad≈ 0.57◦.
Another issue that affects the accuracy of generalization is the density of the train-
ing data. The results of [105] show that the accuracy of generalization in general
increases with the density of the training data. However, since the transformations Gp
and Go, which are respectively provided in Eqs. (4.2) and (4.3), mapping the query
points to the generalized trajectories are highly nonlinear, it is not possible to provide
general guidelines for the required density of training data.

























Figure 4.5: The database of real orientation trajectories (blue) and the generalized trajectories
(red).
4.5.3 Generalization of force-based skills
For this experiment we equipped KUKA LWR robot arm with a specialized gripper
for grasping of round pegs. Although KUKA LWR has a torque sensor at every joint,
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Figure 4.6: Difference between the LWR generalized orientation trajectories and the demon-
strated database trajectories at the same query points, calculated using leave-one-out cross-
validation and distance metrics (A.5). Difference of the edge trajectories are depicted in green
and red, all other trajectories are shown in blue.
Figure 4.7: Experimental setup for testing the generalized contact skills.
we mounted ATI Gamma SI-130-10 force-torque sensor on the wrist of the robot to
obtain more accurate measurements of net forces and torques acting on the robot’s
end-effector during task demonstrations (see Fig. 4.7).
As a prototypical assembly task, Peg-in-Hole (PiH) assembly was selected for ex-
perimental evaluation. We tested the PiH assembly with round pegs and holes, where
the diameter of the peg di and the depth of the hole hi varied. Thus, a two-dimensional
query space was formed, bi = [hi,di]
T , i = 1, . . . ,NumEx. A wooden base object com-
prising 10 holes of different diameters and a constant depth of 250 mm was constructed
to carry out experiments. The diameter of the holes varied from 24 mm to 51 mm in
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Figure 4.8: Position trajectory database for a
single diameter of the hole at 10 depths shown
in blue and the generalized trajectories shown
in red. The trajectories are offset for a clear
comparison.

























Figure 4.9: Graph shows the quaternion q =
v+u orientation trajectory database for a sin-
gle diameter of the hole at 10 depths shown
in blue and the generalized trajectories shown
in red. The trajectories are offset for a clear
comparison.
3 mm increments with a tolerance between the hole and the peg of less than 1 mm.
In order to obtain holes with different depths, each hole was filled with small pegs of
20 mm height.
Using kinesthetic guiding we obtained trajectories at 10 different hole diame-
ters di ∈ [24,27,30,33,36,39,42,45,48,51] mm and for each diameter at 10 differ-
ent depths of the hole hi ∈ [0,−20,−40,−60,−80,−100,−120,−140,−160,−180]+
250 mm. An example database for a single hole at 10 depths is presented in Fig. 4.8
for position and Fig. 4.9 for orientation trajectories. Thus, altogether we acquired 100
training trajectories. The measured forces and torques were in general increasing ac-
cording to the diameter of the hole (see Fig. 4.10 and 4.11). It is evident from these
figures that the measured force-torque profiles continuously transition between each
other, which is important for generalization.
The generated training data were used to generalize the PiH assembly to new po-
sition and orientation trajectories (see Section 4.3) and new force-torque profiles (see
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Figure 4.10: Force profile database recorded
at the maximal depth and 10 diameters of the
hole.







































Figure 4.11: Torque profile database recorded
at the maximal depth and 10 diameters of the
hole.
Section 4.4) at the desired intermediate queries. The resulting movements were exe-
cuted using the adaptation algorithm described in Section 4.4.1 and 2.3, with general-
ized force-torque profiles used as a reference for adaptation. Without adaptation, the
PiH operation often cannot be performed successfully. To evaluate the effectiveness
of the procedure for the generalization of force-torque profiles, we also executed the
adaptation algorithm with the nearest neighbor force-torque profile as reference instead
of the generalized force-torque profile. Here criterion (4.5) was used to determine the
nearest neighbor force-torque profiles. Note that it is not possible to use the nearest
neighbor position and orientation trajectories as in this case the PiH assembly can-
not be successfully accomplished. On the other hand, it is possible to use the nearest
neighbor force-torque profiles if they are synchronized to the generalized position and
orientation trajectories through the common phase. Thus, for evaluation purposes, each
PiH assembly was executed with the proposed adaptation algorithm twice; once with
the generalized and once with the nearest neighbor force-torque profile as reference.
The following values were estimated for analysis:
• The difference between the generalized execution time (4.18) and the execution
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time of PiH assembly with adaptation (Fig. 4.12).
• The magnitude of differences between the generalized / nearest neighbor force-
torque profiles and the measured forces and torques arising during trajectory
adaptation (Fig. 4.13 and 4.14).
• The magnitude of differences between the generalized and adapted position and
orientation trajectories.
In total 90 experiments at intermediate queries (depicted with star in Fig. 4.12,
4.13, and 4.14) were conducted. The results are presented in Table 4.1 and show
the medians of average magnitude of differences calculated from all executions with
adaptation at intermediate queries.

































where F refj and M
ref
j represent the reference force-torque profiles (i. e. generalized and
nearest neighbor) and F m, j and Mm, j the measured forces and torques during adapta-
tion. prefj and q
ref
j respectively represent the generalized positions and orientations and
padaptj and q
adapt
j the adapted positions and orientations. T is the number of sampling
times. Distance metrics d is defined in Eq. (A.5).
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Table 4.1: Comparison of median magnitude of force, torque, position, and orientation differ-
ences between the values measured during the adaptation and reference values (see Eqs. (4.28)
– (4.31)). The last row shows the average difference between the generalized execution time
(4.18) and the execution time of the PiH operation with adaptation, where the generalized and










differences [N] 3.714 4.294
Median magnitude
of torque
differences [Nm] 0.5892 0.6977
Median magnitude
of position
difference [m] 0.0027 0.0092
Median magnitude
of orientation
difference [rad] 0.00083 0.00084
Average time
difference [s] 0.3792 0.5242
All differences between the execution times of the PiH assembly with adaptation
and the generalized execution time according to Eq. (4.18) at intermediate queries
are shown in Fig. 4.12. Note that if the PiH assembly is executed with generalized
force-torque profiles as reference for adaptation, it is in most cases executed faster
than when nearest neighbor force-torque profiles are used. The reference trajectory
duration in these experiments was around 2 seconds, thus the differences in execution
time are quite considerable. Table 4.1 provides more evidence that PiH execution with
adaptation using generalized force-torque profiles as reference is faster than the PiH
execution with adaptation using the nearest neighbor force-torque profiles as reference.












































(a) Differences between the generalized exe-
cution time according to Eq. (4.18) and the
actual execution time at intermediate queries,
where the generalized force-torque profiles












































(b) Differences between the generalized exe-
cution time according to Eq. (4.18) and the
actual execution time at intermediate queries,
where the nearest neighbor force-torque pro-
files were used as reference for adaptation.
Figure 4.12: Comparison of execution times differences. The training queries are shown in










































(a) Average magnitude of differences between
the reference and measured forces during
adaptation at intermediate queries, where gen-











































(b) Average magnitude of differences be-
tween the reference and measured forces dur-
ing adaptation at intermediate queries, where
nearest neighbor force-toque profiles were
taken as references for adaptation.
Figure 4.13: Comparison of magnitudes of force differences. The training queries are shown
in green, the intermediate queries in red.















































(a) Average magnitude of differences between
the reference and measured torques during
adaptation at intermediate queries, where gen-
















































(b) Average magnitude of differences be-
tween the reference and measured torques dur-
ing adaptation at intermediate queries, where
nearest neighbor force-toque profiles were
taken as references for adaptation.
Figure 4.14: Comparison of magnitudes of torque differences. The training queries are shown
in green, the intermediate queries in red.
Fig. 4.13a shows all average magnitudes of force differences (4.28) acquired at
intermediate queries by DMP adaptation with the generalized force-torque profiles as
reference for adaptation. When compared to Fig. 4.13b, where the same values ac-
quired by adaptation with the nearest neighbor force-torque profiles are shown, it can
be seen that the average magnitudes of force differences are smaller in the former case.
The same can be observed with torques depicted in Fig. 4.14a and 4.14b, where Eq.
(4.29) was used to calculate the average differences. Average magnitude of position
and orientation adaptation is shown in Table 4.1, showing that the average amount of
adaptation was smaller when executing trajectories with generalized forces and torques
used as reference. Hence the generalization procedure provides force-torque profiles
that require less adaptation. The adaptation amounted to less than 1 millimeter in most
cases, which was within the tolerances of the objects used in the experiments. The
imperfections in the wooden experimental objects caused the two maximums in Figs.
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(4.13a and 4.13b), but the generalization and adaptation procedure could cope with
this issue.


































LWR generalized ref. forces for the desired query.
Ref. nearest neighbour forces.
Measured forces - after execution with
nearest neighbour ref. forces and torques.
Measured forces - after execution with
generalized ref. forces and torques.









Phase - after execution with
nearest neighbour ref. forces and torques.
Phase - after execution with
generalized ref. forces and torques.
Figure 4.15: Comparison of peg-in-hole executions with adaptation, where nearest neighbor
and generalized forces were respectively used as reference for adaptation. The upper two and
the lower left graph show forces measured during the PiH execution, with generalized forces
and torques used as reference for adaptation (solid blue line) and with nearest neighbor forces
and torques used as reference for adaptation (solid red line). The corresponding reference
forces are depicted with red and blue dashed lines. The lower right graph depicts the phase
evolution during the execution of the generalized trajectory, first using the generalized force-
torque profile (blue solid line) and second the nearest neighbor force-torque profile (red solid
line) as reference for adaptation. The dashed black line corresponds to an ideal DMP phase
without adaptation, which causes the movement to slow down.
Fig. 4.15 illustrates the differences of performing the PiH assembly with adapta-
tion at one example query for the two cases. As in the previous results, the task was
performed twice, once with the nearest neighbor forces and torques and once with the
generalized forces and torques used as reference for adaptation. The first three graphs
show that the differences between the reference forces and the forces measured during
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adaptation are far greater when the nearest neighbor forces were used as reference. A
significant difference can also be noted in the phase evolution, shown in the lower right
plot in Fig. 4.15. The DMP phase stopping mechanism, which causes the movement
to slow down when required for successful adaptation, was much more active in the
execution with the nearest neighbor force-torque profile compared to when the gen-
eralized force-torque profile was used as reference. These results show that in most
cases the generalization of force-torque profiles with locally weighted regression leads
to a faster execution of the task with less adaptation than the simpler nearest neighbor
approach.
4.5.4 Experimental evaluation with Universal robot UR5
Figure 4.16: Generalized trajectory execution performed by Universal Robot UR5.
The proposed method was also tested on the Universal Robot UR5 arm (shown in Fig.
4.16) on a single dimensional query space defined as the depth of the hole hi. As
before, the algorithm was implemented in Matlab. ROS industrial driver was used to
communicate with the UR5 robot controller with a constant communication frequency
rate of 50 Hz. The example trajectories were demonstrated using kinesthetic guid-
ing. Unlike Kuka LWR, which is impedance controlled, UR5 is admittance controlled.
Compared to kinesthetic guiding with Kuka LWR, kinesthetic guiding with UR5 is less
smooth due to the limitations of sensors and control. Therefore, the wooden peg and
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hole with a tolerance of 1.2 mm were used. Figs. 4.17 and 4.18 show the discrepan-
cies between the generalized and measured forces and phase evolution of the executed
generalized trajectory. The results are comparable with the results obtained with Kuka
LWR, but the PiH insertion is generally not as smooth and robust due to admittance
control performed at a low frequency rate.
Figure 4.17: Forces measured during the peg insertion with UR5. The reference generalized
forces are represented with the blue dashed line and the actual measured forces with the red
solid line.
Figure 4.18: Phase evolution of the peg insertion with UR5. Blue dashed line represents the
phase of the generalized trajectory where no phase stopping is applied, while the red solid line
shows the actual phase evolution of the executed trajectory, where phase stopping is applied to
prevent jamming and enable adaptation. If too high forces were to appear, the robot would stop
for safety reasons.
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5 Integration of external sensors for
trajectory transfer and planning
Our approach to learning force-based skills, which is described in Chapter 2, uses
Cartesian space representations. In this chapter we show that this representation en-
ables easy transfer of the learnt skills to new locations in the robot’s workspace. For
example, if the location of the object to be assembled is estimated by vision and the
skill has been learnt at a different object location, then we can use the object pose
information to transfer the skill to this new pose. However, vision information is of-
ten not sufficiently precise for successful execution of the transferred skill knowledge.
We therefore describe additional strategies to deal with large pose errors. We also
show that in combination with force sensing for verification of the execution, these
approaches can be used to autonomously train an algorithm for planning of assembly
sequences.
5.1 Transformation of robot movement to new locations
5.1.1 Calibration
We performed the external hand-eye calibration between the Kinect sensor and robot
by a manual process where the the robot was placed in several random configurations,
followed by measuring the position of a known fixation point at the tool center point in
both the robot base frame (using forward kinematics) and in the camera sensor frame
(using a graphical interface which allows the user to mark the fixation point in the point
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cloud). From the corresponding position pairs, the relative transformation between
the frames can be estimated by singular value decomposition of the point covariance
matrix [122]. Although this method provides a good estimate, the result is still affected
by unmodelled biases and noise in the measurements.
5.1.2 Object detection
For object pose estimation we used Kinect sensor to acquire 3D scene data and PCL
(Point Cloud Library) [110]. The estimation of position ∆pv and orientation ∆qv of
the object was performed using the method presented by Buch et al. [82]. The method
fits the object’s CAD model to the obtained point cloud of the scene using the iterative
nearest point method [80]. In this way the object pose in the Kinect sensor frame (Fig.
5.1) is detected and transformed to the base frame of the robot. Even after optimal
Figure 5.1: Pose detection of the back plate.
alignment, the estimated pose is still accurate only up to the range of sensor noise. For
the Kinect sensor the range of noise is up to 5 mm at a distance of 1 m [123]. The
proposed transformation and adaptation approach can account for such inaccuracies.
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5.1.3 Trajectory transformation
When a new position of the object is estimated, the trained Cartesian space trajectory
can be transformed to the estimated location. With this approach, the task can be
executed at any location in the workspace. Therefore, we rewrite Eq. (2.20) and (2.21)
to account for the object displacement (∆pv, ∆qv) estimated by vision,








where pr(s) and qr(s) are the commanded position and quaternion sent to the robot
controller, p′DMP(s) and q′DMP(s) are the transformed demonstrated positions pDMP
and orientations qDMP computed by integrating a CDMP,
p′DMP(s) = ∆qv ∗pDMP(s)∗∆qv +∆pv,
q′DMP(s) = ∆qv ∗qDMP(s).
With this approach, the reference force-torque profiles do not have to be transformed,
because they are measured in the wrist coordinate system of the robot. After the trans-
formation, the trajectory can be executed. As stated before, pose estimation and cali-
bration introduces additional uncertainties (pose deviations) in the system. For smaller
pose deviations, we apply the adaptation procedure presented in Section 2.3 and addi-
tional refinement via learning (Section 2.3.1). Larger deviations can not be handled by
the two previously presented methods, therefore additional exception strategies have
been implemented.
5.1.4 Exception strategies
The methods for learning and adaptation of force-based skills from Chapter 2 can deal
with small noise. Here we introduce exception strategies that can be used in case of
larger errors, which can arise due to inaccurate pose estimation by vision or due to
grasping uncertainties.
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Strategies for resolving pose deviations
For dealing with large pose deviations, we investigated the human behaviour in such
situations and found out that humans mostly interrupt the pre-learned actions and per-
form additional actions, which can be either deterministic or stochastic. When suffi-
cient knowledge of the process environment is available, deterministic strategies are
generally faster than stochastic. On the other hand, a stochastic exception strategy,
which performs random motions in small increments, does not require any previous
knowledge and is more robust to sensor noise.
In the following, we present both a deterministic and stochastic strategy for verifi-
cation and fine tuning of the initial robot pose in the context of peg-in-hole operations.
In this section we assume that the z coordinate in the local object coordinate system
coincides with the direction of peg insertion. In both strategies we apply force control
in the z direction, while x− y coordinates are position controlled. For force control in
z direction we prescribe the desired force Fd,z with which the robot should act onto the
object surface. We also assume that the force sensor is gravity compensated.
Both strategies start with establishing contact with the surface of the object. For
this purpose, the robot starts moving the tool down in local z coordinate using force
control (Eqs. (5.3) and (5.4)) until the desired force Fd,z in the local z direction is
reached. Next, the following strategies are executed.
1. Deterministic verification and fine tuning (Fig. 5.2a): due to the limited preci-
sion of the vision system, we never know whether the robot is at the right starting
position above the hole, which is required for successful accomplishment of the
PiH operation. Therefore, the first step is the verification of the starting pose.
Verification is performed in the following steps, where the tool of the robot is in
contact with the object lying in the local x− y plane.
(a) Perform linear motion in the local x coordinate, starting from the current
position with the displacement of dx and −dx while recording positions of
the tool in local z coordinates. Due to force control, the robot moves in z
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direction if it is above the object. We determine the maximal penetration
of the peg into the hole.
(b) Move to the point of minimal recorded z position (maximal penetration).
(c) Repeat previous two steps with applying robot motion in local y coordinate.
(d) If the minimum of z exists, we have found the hole and the resulting posi-
tion pp corresponds to the position of the maximal penetration of the peg
into a hole. If the minimum does not exist, i.e. z is approximately constant,
we did not hit the hole. In this case we have to proceed with another search
strategy.
2. Stochastic search strategy (Fig. 5.2b) to detect the hole. This algorithm performs
movements with random increments ε in x− y coordinates. The movements are
accomplished in contact with the object while the local z position of the tool is
observed. Search strategy ends after predefined number of random movements.
The x−y coordinates of the hole correspond to the pose with minimum z coordi-
nate. The values of ε are taken randomly within a circle with a specific diameter.
In our experiments the diameter was 1.5 cm.
(a) Verification and fine tuning: determining
the maximal penetration point in local x − y
coordinates.
(b) Random search strategy.
Figure 5.2: Illustration of the exception strategies to resolve localization errors.
In the search phase, linear DMPs, i.e. Eq. (2.13) with f (s) = 0, are used to define
trajectories between the randomly chosen positions. During the execution of these
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trajectories, force feedback is used to update the learned trajectory in order to maintain
constant contact force with the surface of the baseplate. The end-effector velocity is
calculated by
vr =V vvd +KFV F(F m−F d), (5.3)
where vr is the resolved velocity vector, V v represents the velocity selection matrix, vd
is the desired velocity vector, KF is the force gain matrix. V F stands for the force selec-
tion matrix, F m = [Fm,x,Fm,y,Fm,z]T for the measured force and F d = [Fd,x,Fd,y,Fd,z]T
for the desired force. Note that the velocity selection matrix V v and the force selection
matrix V F are complementary, i.e. V F = I−V v. Technically this means that a single
DOF cannot be at the same time force and trajectory controlled. For force control in z
direction we set V v = diag(1;1;0), KF = diag(0;0;kF), V F = I−V v = diag(0;0;1).
The new reference end-effector positions are calculated as
pr = p+ vr∆t, (5.4)
where p is the current robot position and pr is the new reference position. Using this
approach, we can on-line modify the trajectory of the specified movement. This leads
to what is known as hybrid control. With the above selection matrices, hybrid control
constant contact when an object is encountered or constant movement in the z direction
when there is no contact. An example is shown in Fig. 5.3.
Strategy for resolving peg jamming
In some cases, during the PiH execution the peg can get stuck in the hole. To resolve
this problem, we apply a strategy inspired by how humans solve the peg jamming
problem. When observing human performance, we noticed that humans normally start
rotating the object around the hole axis, which in most cases releases the peg and en-
ables the continuation of the insertion task. Therefore, we applied a rotational motion
around z axis with amplitude of 45 degrees and duration of 3 seconds to the robot end-
effector. After that, we continue the previously interrupted operation. In the major-
ity of our experiments, this exception strategy successfully resolved the peg jamming
problem.
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Figure 5.3: Peg insertion with the application of exception strategies. The left snapshot shows
the position of the robot when the contact with the backplate was established. The peg has
not yet hit the hole, so the exception strategies for resolving pose deviations are applied. The
middle snapshot shows the position of the robot at the initial position for peg insertion as
determined by the proposed search algorithm. The right snapshot shows the final robot position
after the successful peg insertion.
5.2 Learning of constraints for planning
In this section we discuss how the proposed verification strategies can be exploited
for learning, which peg fits into which hole starting from no knowledge except for the
list of pegs and holes for which the relations have to be learned. The aim is to gener-
ate geometric knowledge that can be exploited for planning. The proposed algorithm
learns from experiments executed by a real robot, which tries to insert the available
pegs into different holes. If the action is executed successfully, the algorithm learns
that a target peg fits into a dedicated hole; otherwise it assumes that the peg is too big
to fit into the hole. For this learning algorithm to work, the robot should be able to
recognize unsuccessful actions. In our system, this is accomplished using force data
and poses extracted by vision. The proposed algorithm obtains new knowledge from
each experiment and plans the next experiment until all relations are learned.
The gained knowledge can be represented by the transitive smaller-than relation
between the set of holes and the set of parts. The relations describe the constraints of
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the possible final locations of the parts inserted in the associated holes in the assembly.
Table 5.1 shows the matrix representing the smaller-than relation for the Cranfield
assembly (see Fig. 2.3), e.g. part P1 fits in all the holes while part SH fits only in the
HBR hole. Note that the robot can only detect if a part is smaller than a hole or not; it
cannot detect if they are of exactly the same size. Therefore, is-equally-big, is greater-
or-equal, and is smaller-or-equal are not the appropriate representations to describe the
relative size of pegs and holes.
Table 5.1: The smaller-than relation between parts (P1, P2, P3, P4 - pegs, SH – shaft) and holes
(HR1 , H
R




2 – square holes, H
BR – big round hole in the back plate) of the









P1 1 1 1 1 1
P2 1 1 1 1 1
P3 0 0 1 1 1
P4 0 0 1 1 1














Figure 5.4: The graph of transitive reduction of the smaller-than relation on the union of the
sets of parts (black) and holes (grey) of the Cranfield assembly: each element is smaller than
all the elements that can be reached from it following a directed path in the graph.
The smaller-than relation is extended to a relation on the union of the sets of parts
and holes as shown in Fig 5.4. This is done by first setting the relation between parts
and holes as in the original relation and then calculating the transitive closure of the
relation. In this way, the relative sizes between individual parts and holes are obtained.
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For example, Fig. 5.4 shows that parts P1 and P2 are smaller than parts P3, P4 and SH;
or that hole HS1 is bigger than hole H
R
1 and smaller than hole H
BR.
The robot cannot compare the sizes of two parts or two holes directly; therefore, the
algorithm needs to represent its knowledge with the extended relation, which enables
determining the relative sizes based on transitivity. In general, the rules given by Eqs.
(5.5) and (5.6) below can determine relative sizes of parts (and holes) for any given
part Pi, Pj and hole Hk, Hl . Eq. (5.5) can be interpreted as: if part Pi fits into a hole but
part Pj does not, then the part Pi is smaller than part Pj. Eq. (5.6) can be interpreted as:
if a part fits into hole Hk but does not fit into hole Hl , then the hole Hl is smaller than
hole Hk
Pi < Hk∧Hk < Pj ⇒ Pi < Pj, (5.5)
Kl < Pi∧Pi < Hk ⇒ Hl < Hk. (5.6)
After the relative sizes of the parts and holes are determined, the transitivity property
can be used to infer whether a part is smaller than a hole, without the robot actually per-
forming the corresponding experiment. For example, knowing that part P1 is smaller
than part P3 and that part P3 fits in the hole HS1 implies that part P1 also fits in the
hole HS1 (Fig. 5.4). In general, the rules given by the Eq. (5.7) and (5.8) apply for any
given part Pi, Pj, Pk and hole Hl . Eq. (5.7) can be interpreted as: if a bigger part fits into
a hole, then the smaller part fits into the same hole, too. Eq. (5.8) can be interpreted as:
if a smaller part does not fit into a hole then the bigger part does not fit into the same
hole neither
(Pi < Pj)∧ (Pj < Hl) ⇒ Pi < Hl, (5.7)
(Hl < Pj)∧ (Pj < Pk) ⇒ Hl < Pk. (5.8)
When no more relations can be determined theoretically, the next experiment to be
performed by the robot is suggested using a heuristic function, which is based on Eq.
(5.7) and (5.8). Each executed experiment provides information about the relative
size of part Pj and hole Hl , therefore only experiments with part-hole pairs for which
the relative size is not yet known are performed. In addition, the size of part Pi or
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Table 5.2: Performing experiment with part-hole pair (Pj, Hl) matching the above template will
determine the unknown relative size of the two (bold question mark) and an additional relative
size between part Pi or Pk and the hole Hl (grey question marks) based on transitivity of the
smaller-than relation.
Pi Pj Pk Hl
Pi 0 1 1 ?
Pj 0 0 1 ?
Pk 0 0 0 ?
Hl ? ? ? 0
Pk relative to the hole Hl is determined by the same experiment if the result of the
experiment matches the conditions in Eqs. (5.7) or (5.8), respectively. Experiments
with part-part-hole triplets that can match either of the two equations and for which
only the relative sizes of parts are known are selected. Performing an experiment with
a part-hole pair (Pj, Hl) that fits the conditions of both Eqs. (5.7) and (5.8) is guaranteed
to determine at least one additional relative size of another part (Pi or Pk) and the hole
Hl . Therefore experiments with part-hole pair (Pj, Hl) that match the template shown
in Table 5.2 and described by Eqs. (5.7) and (5.8) are preferred. The heuristic function
counts how many different assignment of parts Pi and Pk match the template for each
possible (Pj, Hl) part-hole pair. The experiment with part-hole pair with the highest
count is executed. In case of a draw, the one with the highest count based on Eq. (5.5)
and (5.8) is used. In case of another draw, the pair for which the relative size of the
part is known for the highest number of holes is used. In case of another draw, the pair
for which the relative size of the hole is known for the highest number of parts. Finally
the part-hole pairs with lower part and hole indices are selected.
Note that the algorithm assumes that the shapes of pegs and holes are such that if
a peg fits into a hole then it fits into all larger holes, and it does not fit into any smaller
hole. All smaller parts fit into this hole and all bigger holes and none of the bigger parts
fit into this or any smaller hole. This is for instance true for any set of round pegs and
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holes as well as for the five parts that fit into the holes in the back plate of the Cranfield
assembly [108]. After the smaller-than relation is learned, it is used to compute which
parts can be put into which hole in order to assemble the parts. The holes are assigned
to the parts using a greedy iterative approach: the biggest unassigned part is assigned
to a non-assigned hole that is big enough for the part until all parts have an assigned
hole. If there is no hole that is big enough for a given part at any step of the algorithm,
the assembly is recognized as non-solvable. Otherwise, the algorithm can determine
any feasible set of final locations of the parts.
5.2.1 Revising action and assembly constraints by robot exploration
In this part we presents a framework to verify that a sequence of assembly operations
generated by the planner is executable on a real robot setup. This can be achieved
by attempting to carry out the generated assembly plan and monitoring the success of
execution. Task demonstration and execution was discussed in Chapter 2, therefore in
this section we present a method for deciding if an execution was successful, based on
PiH examples. The execution of PiH encompasses the following operations:
• Initial hole verification and search procedure (Section 5.1.4).
• Execution of the learned trajectory with on-line adaptation (Chapter 2).
• Slow down of the trajectory execution on excessive force-torque deviations
(Chapter 2).
• Execution of peg jamming strategy if it arises.
To be able to successfully revise the plans and assembly constraints, it is important to
detect whether the action execution was successful or not. We implemented an execu-
tion monitor mimicking a reasoning engine [83] to properly plan the above mentioned
execution steps and evaluate the outcome signals that are generated by each method.
In the first step, the exact position of the hole has to be determined. As vision-based
solutions are usually not sufficiently accurate, we apply a stochastic search algorithm.
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In the second step, the demonstrated PiH trajectory with adaptation is executed. On
excessive deviation of the measured forces and torques, the desired position trajectory
is slowed-down using DMP phase stopping mechanism.
In this experiment we used simple thresholds to identify large discrepancies be-
tween the expected and actual forces and torques, which is the basis to determine the
success or failure of the executed task
‖F m−F d‖ ≥ Fstop, (5.9)
‖Mm−Md‖ ≥ Mstop. (5.10)
Here F m and Mm represent the measured forces and torques during the task execution,
F d and Md are the desired forces and torques recorded during the human demonstra-
tion and Fstop and Mstop are the selected thresholds. If the force-torque discrepancies
are too large for the adaptation algorithm to work, the execution monitor stops the exe-
cution and signals to the planer that the execution was not successful. Another possible
criterion is to compare positions after execution of the PiH trajectory, i.e. we compare
the expected robot position after the execution of the assembly operation, here denoted






















Figure 5.5: Overview of the complete system, which comprehends trajectory learning, trajec-
tory library, robot execution subsystem and assembly planner.
The proposed failure detection procedure may in some cases produce false neg-
atives, i.e. if the robot fails to insert the peg, but the peg actually fits into the hole.
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In order to overcome this problem, we repeat the execution procedure steps 1-4 (ex-
plained above) if the insertion was not successful. Experimental results provided in the
next section demonstrate that we obtain 100% success in failure detection already with
two repetitions. If the insertion was not successful after two repetitions, we conclude
that the object does not fit into the hole. Fig. 5.5 gives an overview of the system.
5.3 Experimental results
5.3.1 Experimental evaluation of exception strategies
In this experiment we evaluate the insertion success rate of the differently shaped pegs
of the Cranfield benchmark (Fig. 2.3) with and without using exception strategies.
The experiments were performed on the KUKA LWR robot arm. The trajectories were
obtained with kinesthetic guiding as described in Section 2.1. The PiH tasks were ex-
ecuted at randomly selected positions of the base plate inside the robot’s workspace.
Differently shaped pegs were inserted into the baseplate, of which the pose was esti-
mated by the vision system. The example trajectory was then transformed accordingly
to the new task position in the workspace and executed.
 
Figure 5.6: Offset between the position estimated by vision (blue) and the actual position of
the hole (red).
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The experiment consists of 8 groups. Each group contains 50 trial executions of the
PiH algorithm. In each trial the base plate was randomly put at different locations in the
area of 0.5m x 0.2m on the table within the robot’s workspace. According to the results
shown in Table 5.3 and 5.4, it can be said that the exception strategy significantly
improved the success ratio in case of square and tight round pegs.
Table 5.3: Success ratio of PiH insertion without applying exception strategies.
Without Exception Strategy Number of trials Number of successful trials Success ratio
Shaft 50 48 96.00%
Small round peg 50 48 96.00%
Small tight round peg 50 38 76.00%
Square peg 50 33 66.00%
Table 5.4: Success ratio of PiH insertion with the application of exception strategies.
With Exception Strategy Number of trials Number of successful trials Success ratio
Shaft 50 50 100.00%
Small round peg 50 50 100.00%
Small tight round peg 50 50 100.00%
Square peg 50 48 96.00%
5.3.2 Learning constraints for planning using a real robot
Evaluation of the size and object location learning algorithm was performed with five
parts (two square pegs and three round pegs at two different sizes) that need to be put
into five holes of the back plate of the Cranfield benchmark [108]. All of the acquired
objects were placed in the work area of the robot so that they can be easily accessible
by the robot arm when needed. The smaller objects, e.g. square pegs, round pegs and
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shaft, were placed on the front plate that acts as a part container. In this experiment, the
location of container was determined by vision [82]. After every execution, the objects
had to be placed back to the correct starting place. The proposed exception strategies
and adaptation were applied to insert the pegs, followed by success-failure detection.
The forces arising during the insertion step can be seen in Fig. 5.8. The blue
dotted line corresponds to the force profile associated with the learned insertion. The
red solid line represents the insertion force during successful execution (Fig. 5.7a). If
the object was too large to fit into the specified hole, the measured forces and torques
would violate the conditions set in (5.9) and (5.10) and shown as black dashed lines
in Fig. 5.8. Moreover, the robot end position does not coincide with the goal position
(Fig. 5.7b), signalling to the learning system that the execution has failed.
(a) Successful insertion of the round peg into
the small round hole.
(b) Unsuccessful insertion of the square peg
into the small round hole.
Figure 5.7: Snapshots from a successful and unsuccessful size verification.
In addition, several insertion operations with square, round, tight round peg, and
shaft were performed to evaluate the robustness of the execution method. Only PiH op-
erations with the peg actually fitting into the hole were carried out in this experiment.
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In total, 360 PiH operations were performed, with randomly perturbed initial position.
Therefore, the robot had to start by searching for the hole, then perform the insertion
operation, and finally evaluate if the object was successfully placed into the whole.
Table 5.5 shows the success ratio of insertion experiments with different objects. Fur-
thermore, we also evaluated the method on inserting a tight peg (results presented in
Table 5.5) where the tolerances between the hole and peg were 0.1 mm, compared to
the regular peg, where the tolerance was 1.3 mm. The obtained results from the tight
peg insertion are comparable with results from the normal peg insertion, consequently
showing the robustness of the proposed method.
Figure 5.8: Example forces arising during the successful round peg insertion (red) and unsuc-
cessful square peg insertion (green) compared to the forces arising during human demonstration
(blue), all plotted with respect to the DMP phase s. Note that in case of square peg insertion,
the execution monitor interrupted the action before the trajectory was completed, i.e. forces
reached the threshold (black dashed line).It was thus determined that the object cannot fit the
hole.
A naive approach requires 25 experiments (try to put each of the five parts in each of
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the five holes) to learn the smaller-than relation. Systematic order of experiments (ex-
periments with parts and holes with lower indices first) combined with reasoning based
on the transitivity requires at least 17 experiments (with probability 6.66%), 20.53 ex-
periments on average, and at most all of the 25 experiments (with probability 4.11%).
The results were obtained by running the algorithm on each possible permutation of
the parts and holes. Random order of experiments (put a random part in a random hole,
choosing only from part-hole pairs with currently unknown relative sizes) combined
with reasoning based on transitivity requires at least 15 experiments (with probability
0.09%), 20.65 experiments on average, and at most all of the 25 experiments (with
probability 0.77%). Finally, the suggested algorithm requires at least 16 experiments
(with probability 0.11%), 19.57 experiments on average, and at most 24 experiments
(with probability 0.44). The detailed comparison of the suggested constraint learning
algorithm with the random order of experiments is shown in Fig. 5.9.
Table 5.5: Success ratio of the proposed evaluation algorithm for determining the relative size
of objects and holes, where H1 is the small round hole, H3 big round hole, and H4 square hole
of the back plate.
Shaft
Hole H1 H3 H4 H1 H3 H4 H3 H4 H3
No. of executions 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40
No. of successful 
executions in the 1. 
trial 
40 35 39 40 36 39 39 39 40
No. of successful 
executions in the 2. 
trial 
40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40
Success ratio after 
second execution (%)
100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
Tight round pegRound peg Square peg
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In addition, several insertion operations with square, round, tight round peg, and shaft were performed to 
evaluate the robustness of the execution method. Only PiH operations with the peg actually fittings into the hole 
were carried out in this experiment. In total 360 PIH operations were performed, with randomly perturbed initial 
position. Therefore, the robot had to start by searching for the hole, then perform the insertion operation, and 
finally evaluate if the object was successfully placed into the wholee. Fig. 18 shows the success ratio of insertion 
experiments with different objects. Furthermore, we also evaluated the method on inserting a tight peg (results 
presented in Fig. 18) where the tolerances between the hole and peg were 0.1 mm, compared to the regular peg, 
where the tolerance was 1.3 mm. The obtained results from the tight peg insertion are comparable with results 
from the normal peg insertion, consequently showing the robustness of the proposed method.   
A naive approach requires 25 experiments (try to put each of the five parts in each of the five holes) to 
learn the smaller-than relation. Systematic order of experiments (experiments with parts and holes with lower 
indices first) combined with reasoning based on the transitivity requires at least 17 experiments (with probability 
6.66%), 20.53 experiments on average, and at most all of the 25 experiments (with probability 4.11%). The 
results were obtained by running the algorithm on each possible permutation of the parts and holes. Random 
order of experiments (put a random part in a random hole, choosing only from part-hole pairs with currently 
unknown relative sizes) combined with reasoning based on transitivity requires at least 15 experiments (with 
probability 0.09%), 20.65 experiments on average, and at most all of the 25 experiments (with probability 
0.77%). Finally, the suggested algorithm requires at least 16 experiments (with probability 0.11%), 19.57 
experiments on average, and at most 24 experiments (with probability 0.44). The detailed comparison of the 
suggested size-learning algorithm with the random order of experiments is shown in Fig. 198. 
 
Figure 189: Comparison of the suggested size-learning algorithm with a random search.  
The above results are valid if the algorithm starts with no prior knowledge about relative sizes of parts 
and holes. NeverthelessFurthermore, the algorithm requires fewer actions to learn the relation if itmay start with 
some knowledge, which for example can be trivially extracted from a set of feasible, partial or even infeasible 
assembly sequences. The Video available at http://www.ijs.si/~aude/AssemblyPlanning.mp4 demonstrates one 
example of the developed learning process. The objects and locations were chosen by the developed reasoning 
algorithm. In this case the number of executions to learn the complete relation was 20. After all constrains were 
learned, the system can construct a planner to compute complete assembly plans.   
5. Conclusion 
In this paper we propose an integrated environment for learning assembly sequences and constraints. The 
main purpose of our work is to shorten set-up times when preparing new automated assembly tasks.  
We proposed two novel algorithms that facilitate the planning of assembly tasks. The first algorithm 
learns the precedence constraints by generalizing a given set of assembly sequences to a set of precedence 
constraints, which is used to generate previously unseen assembly sequences and guarantees that all the 

















Number of needed experiments to learn smaller-than relation 
Random experiment order Suggested algorithm
Figure 5.9: Comparison of the suggested size-learning algorithm with random search.
6 Conclusions
In the initial thesis proposal the following contributions beyond the state of the art were
foreseen:
• Learning of robot movement in contact with the environment, by which not only
positions and orientations but also forces and torques that arise during the task
execution are taken into account (Dynamic Movement Primitives, ICL and pas-
sivity).
• Statistical learning of robot movement and consideration of task parameters in
contact with the environment.
• Ensuring a safe execution of robot tasks in changing environments.
• Integration of external sensors for transfer of learned robot operations to different
locations inside the robot’s workspace and autonomous learning of relations for
differently shaped objects.
In the following we explain in more detail how these expected contributions were
achieved.
The first important contribution, i.e. a new approach for the acquisition of ma-
nipulation skills in contact with the environment by kinesthetic guiding, is discussed
in Chapter 2. The approach is based on kinestehtic guiding, where besides reference
Cartesian space trajectories, the external forces and torques arising during the task ex-
ecution are also recorded. We developed a new adaptation approach for contact move-
ments, the essence of which is that the recorded reference trajectories are adapted so
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that the forces and torques arising during the robot task execution become similar to
the forces and torques recorded during the demonstration. For this purpose we applied
iterative learning control (ILC), modified so that it takes into account the nonlinearities
of the orientation space. The learning method transfers the force-torque feedback er-
ror into the offset trajectory, which is added to the original demonstrated trajectory in
every cycle of ILC. This iterative process reduces the difference between the measured
and the demonstrated force-torque profiles and increases the speed of execution, which
results in a better reference trajectory for the current state of the environment. We also
showed that for successful task execution it is often beneficial to apply DMP phase
stopping so that the robot slows down the movement and has sufficient time to adapt
to the reference force-torque profile. Slowing down the movement gives more time
to the admittance-based feedback control to reduce the tracking error, thus enabling a
reliable adaptation to the environmental changes. The experimental results show the
vast application potential of the method for industrial assembly tasks.
Special attention was paid to the safe and stable execution and adaptation of contact
movements in dynamic environments. In Chapter 3, passivity analysis of the proposed
system was performed for this purpose. We enhanced the developed method for adap-
tation of contact movements with the system that modulates the speed of motion to
preserve the passivity of the system. This was accomplished by designing a passivity
observer to evaluate the system’s passivity in real-time and changing the DMP time
constant (frequency) in order to decrease or increase the speed of execution. To ensure
the overall passivity, we added a virtual energy tank. With this approach, the system
is able to cope with both gradual and instantaneous changes of the environment in a
provably stable and safe manner. The proposed method was tested on a real robot,
underlining its efficiency in a challenging real world task involving interaction with
a human. In the future we will investigate how to determine the optimal initial task
energy.
Statistical learning methods can be applied in order to combine successful skill ex-
ecutions under varying environmental conditions. The main contribution of Chapter 4
are two new methods for statistical generalization of orientation trajectories in quater-
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nion space and for generalization of force-based skills at different external conditions.
The proposed generalization approach for orientation trajectories resolves the problem
of maintaining the norm of unit quaternions in all computational steps. This approach
complements previous works on generalization of joint space trajectories [72] and joint
torque profiles [74]. In combination with the adaptation approach developed in Chap-
ter 2, these methods provide a complete solution for learning of contact skills.
In the developed approach we applied Locally Weighted Regression (LWR) to
compute new Cartesian space DMPs and force-torque profiles. In LWR nearby queries
are given higher emphasis than the distant ones, thus computing local skill models.
This is often advantageous because global models are in general more difficult to com-
pute.
In stiff environments, generalized trajectories still require additional adaptation in
order to provide a better match between the generalized force-torque profiles and the
actual forces and torques arising during the task execution. This adaptive process can
be implemented by applying the adaptation procedure presented in Chapter 2. We con-
firmed in our experiments that the execution time of the generalized contact skill can
be improved by on-line adaptation of the generalized position and orientation trajecto-
ries. This adaptation process aims at reducing the differences between the generalized
force-torque profiles and the forces and torques arising during the task execution. The
experimental results of PiH assembly show that generalized force-torque profile pro-
vide effective reference profiles for adaptation at intermediate query points within the
training space.
For real applications it is important that the learned contact skills can be executed in
different parts of the robot’s workspace. Since in the proposed system skills are learned
in Cartesian coordinates, they can be transferred to different parts of the workspace
using rigid body transformations. Such transformations are typically computed by
3-D vision. The main problem at this stage presents the noise of the vision system,
which is often larger than the required tolerances in assembly tasks such as peg-in-
hole. Therefore, in Chapter 5 we designed special exception strategies that can deal
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with larger noise in assembly tasks, e.g. noise in positioning of the peg in relation to
the hole. Experimentally we showed that the success rate of assembly task execution
can be improved if the adaptation procedure described in Chapter 2 is enhanced by the
proposed exception strategies.
Related to the development of exception strategies, we also developed an approach
for the verification of success of an assembly task execution. The developed success
verification procedure was applied for learning of constraints that can be used for as-
sembly sequence planning. Starting from the existing knowledge, the planer suggests
which parts should be assembled first. In the verification step, the robot picks the de-
sired part from the container and tries to execute the specified action. The proposed
verification algorithm determines the success of execution by monitoring the differ-
ences between the actual and the expected forces as well as the difference between the
actual and the expected position of the parts at the end of operation. Based on this
information the planner updates its knowledge base. The algorithm then chooses the
next experiment with the goal of minimizing the number of the required experiments to
learn all constraints that are needed for planning. We successfully applied the proposed
approach for learning of relative sizes of pegs and holes.
ILC provides a reliable and simple learning approach for repetitive systems. A pos-
sible future direction of our research is to investigate the stability of repetitive learning.
When applied to real robots, instabilities can occur after a certain number of learn-
ing cycles. We will investigate how to adapt ILC parameters on-line to ensure stable
learning and fast convergence. System energy in the form of passivity is a promising
approach giving information about the change of energy through the learning cycles.
Another direction is to apply the proposed algorithms in industrial environments for
long-term learning. For example, when a new situation in the production line arises,
kinesthetic guiding together with the proposed adaptation procedure can initially be
used to generate skills, which are stored in the skill database. This database can then
be used to compute new skills when the need arises. The newly computed skills can
be optimized by the proposed adaptation procedure and in turn added to the database.
With this concept we expect to achieve a higher level of autonomy and adaptability of
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robots in industrial environments.
In the factories of the future, many tasks that are currently still performed manu-
ally will be performed by robots. This will occur not only in traditional high-output
manufacturing, but also in industries with small lot-size production. Other areas such
as agriculture and services will also experience increased automation. Robotics is one
of the main enablers of this automation transition. Traditional robot programming will
have to change in order to rise to these challenges. In this thesis we presented some
new methods for the programming of contact manipulation skills. Human demon-
stration is at the core of our approach. It provides an efficient and time-saving robot
programming technology that can be used by anyone. The proposed methods have the
ability to adapt and learn new skills safely, regardless of the environmental conditions.
The ability to exploit the existing skill knowledge to generate new skills significantly
increases the scalability and robustness of programming by demonstration. Thus with
this thesis we contribute to making programming by demonstration technologies more
feasible for future robot applications.
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A Auxiliary Math for Cartesian Space DMPs
A quaternion q = v+u consists of a scalar part v ∈ R and vector part u ∈ R3. A
quaternion multiplication (denoted by ∗) is defined by
q1 ∗q2 = (v1 +u1)∗ (v2 +u2) = (v1v2−uT1u2)+(v1u2 + v2u1 +u1×u2). (A.1)
The set of all quaternions with the above multiplication forms a non-commutative
division algebra. Conjugation of quaternions is denoted by a bar and defined as






The set of quaternions with unit norm forms a sphere S3 in R4. It can be shown that
the product of two unit quaternions is a unit quaternion, thus unit quaternions form
a multiplicative group. They can be used to represent the orientation in Cartesian
space. This is a 2-to-1 representation as unit quaternions q and −q represent the same
orientation.
To derive CDMP equations in Section 2.2.2, we need to connect quaternion deriva-
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In the above equation angular velocity ω is treated like a quaternion with a zero scalar
component. By comparing (A.3) and (2.16) we obtain η = τω , thus η is a scaled
angular velocity.
The quaternion logarithm log : S3 7→ R3, which is one of the operations in (2.15),
is defined as





, u 6= 0
[0,0,0]T, otherwise.
(A.4)
The quaternion logarithm log(q2∗q1) can be interpreted as a difference vector between
two unit quaternions q1 and q2. It can be used to define a distance metrics on S3 [124]
d(q1,q2) =
 2π, q2 ∗q1 =−1+[0,0,0]
T,
2‖ log(q2 ∗q1)‖, otherwise.
(A.5)
The logarithmic map (A.4) is injective if we limit its domain to S3\{−1+[0,0,0]T}.





, r 6= 0,
0, otherwise.
(A.6)
If we limit the domain of the exponential map to ‖r‖ < π and of the logarithmic map
to S3\{−1+[0,0,0]T}, then both mappings become one-to-one, continuously differ-
entiable and inverse to each other.
The exponential map is used to integrate Eq. (2.16). Given the orientation q and
angular velocity ω (t) at time t and assuming that angular velocity is constant on time
interval [t, t +∆t], we can calculate the orientation at the next integration time t +∆t as
follows














Other equations defining a CDMP, i. e. Eq. (2.13) – (2.15) and (2.17), should be inte-
grated using standard Euler integration [25]. A more in-depth theoretical description
of quaternions and orientation representation by unit quaternions is provided in the
book of Morais et al. [125].
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B Extended summary in Slovene
B.1 Uvod
Robotski sistemi imajo pomembno vlogo v današnji sodobni industrijski proizvodnji.
Realizacija današnjih masovnih načinov proizvodnje brez vpeljave robotskih sistemov
ne bi bila mogoča. Omenjeni sistemi delujejo v zaprtih, strukturiranih okoljih z vi-
soko natančnostjo in zanesljivostjo. Zaradi visoke cene in amortizacijske dobe lahko
te sisteme najdemo v velikih industrijskih obratih. S prihodom novih tehnologij in
povezovanja sistemov v t.i. industriji 4.0 je opazen počasen trend tranzicije v manjše
industrijske obrate, kjer je potreba po kooperacijskem delovanju človeka in robota ter
spreminjanju izdelkov bolj pogosta. V ta namen je potrebno razviti robotske sisteme,
ki so dovzetni za okolico v kateri delujejo in omogočajo hiter prenos znanja, prilago-
dljivost in varno delovanje.
Klasični pristopi programiranja industrijskih robotov so kompleksni in dolgotrajni.
Rešitev predstavljajo metode, ki uporabljajo programiranje s posnemanjem človeka
[14, 15, 4]. Pri učenju s posnemanjem prenos znanja na robotske sisteme poteka na
različne načine: s haptičnim vmesnikom [7], optičnimi senzorji [8], ter v zadnjih letih
zelo popularnim kinestetičnim vodenjem [5, 10]. Kinestetično vodenje je posledica
novih trendov razvoja robotskih mehanizmov, na primer: Kuka LWR, Universal Robot,
Franka Emika, idr.
V tej doktorski disertaciji smo se osredotočili na programiranje robotov s kineste-
tičnim vodenjem, pri čemer nismo zajemali samo kinematične trajektorije, ampak tudi
pripadajoče sile in navore potrebne za izvedbo naloge v kontaktu. Klasični pristopi
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vodenja po sili so v robotiki dobro poznani [36, 37], manj pa so raziskane metode,
ki omogočajo hitro učenje novih gibanj v kontaktu z okolico in njihovo adaptacijo na
nepredvidljive dogodke.
Za uspešno izvedbo adaptacije je potrebno robotsko gibanje prilagoditi med izva-
janjem in pri tem upoštevati nastopajoče sile in navore. V ta namen zapišemo trajek-
torije z dinamičnimi generatorji gibov (angl. Dynamic Movement Primitives - DMP)
[22, 23], ki omogočajo spreminjanje le-teh med izvajanjem ter niso neposredno od-
visni od časa. Časovna odvisnost robotskih trajektorij je pogosto neprimerna, ker je
med izvedbo adaptacije – glede na signale, izmerjene s senzorji [32] – gibanje ro-
bota potrebno večkrat pospešiti ali popolnoma ustaviti[24]. V disertaciji obravnavamo
regulator, ki poskrbi za prilagajanje robotskega gibanja na podlagi predvidenih sil, pri-
dobljenih z demonstracijo, in dejanskih izmerjenih sil.
Ena izmed pomembnih lastnosti pri fizični interakciji človeka z okoljem je njegova
sposobnost prilagajanja podajnosti. S spreminjanjem podajnosti je mogoče prilagoditi
interakcijske sile med robotskim sistemom in okolico [30]. Prav tako se z uporabo
metod robotskega učenja sistem sam nauči potrebnih znanj za izvedbo naloge [52], na
primer za učenje sil potrebnih za odpiranje vrat. Najbolj pogosto uporabljene metode
so spodbujevano učenje [51] in robotsko učenje s ponavljanjem [103]. V tem delu
smo se osredotočili predvsem na slednjo metodo, ter s pomočjo ponavljanja naloge
minimizirali napako med dejanskimi in želenimi silami in navori. Na ta način se lahko
robotski sistem sam nauči optimalnega gibanja glede na želeno nalogo.
Posebno pozornost je potrebno posvetiti varnemu in stabilnemu izvajanju nalog pri
kontaktu z okolico oz. neposredni bližini človeka. Ocena pasivnosti nam pove, ali
sistem porablja več energije, kot je predpisano [47, 48]. Da zagotovimo pasivno in sta-
bilno delovanje, je potrebno sistemu predpisati določeno energijo v obliki rezervoarja
energije [50, 49], ki jo robot lahko porabi za izvedbo naloge.
Za doseganje vsestranskosti delovanja robotskih mehanizmov je potrebno s po-
stopki statističnega učenja obstoječa znanja povezovati z novimi. Med vsemi obstoje-
čimi metodami velja poudariti dve, lokalno uteženo regresijo (angl. "Locally Weighted
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Regression- LWR) [64] in Gasussovo regresijo (angl. "Gaussian Process Regression-
GPR) [66]. Statistično učenje na podlagi baze znanja, generira nova znanja glede na
podane parametre naloge. V preteklosti so se statistične metode uporabljale predvsem
za robotska gibanja, ki niso bila v stiku z okolico, kot na primer robotsko seganje [72].
V tem delu smo se osredotočili predvsem na statistično učenje profilov sil in navorov,
ter orientacij zapisanih s kvaternioni, ki so uporabljeni kot referenca za adaptacijo.
Prenos naučenega znanja znotraj delovnega območja robota je zelo pomembno, ker
na ta način zagotovimo izkoristek celotnega delovnega področja. Za pridobivanje in-
formacij, ki jih potrebujemo za prenos gibanja, v ne strukturiranih okoljih uporabimo
globinske kamere, s katerimi zaznamo lego objektov. Lego objekta lahko zaznamo
na več načinov, v tem delu smo uporabili algoritem iterativne najbližje točke [80, 82].
Med transformacijo trajektorij lahko pride do odstopanj med dejansko pozicijo objekta
in izmerjeno, ki je posledica raznih zunanjih vplivov in natančnosti kalibracije med
sistemi. V ta namen smo razvili metode za kompenzacijo odstopanja, s katerimi zago-
tovimo uspešno izvedbo naloge. Prav tako so te metode lahko uporabljene v povezavi
s algoritmom planiranja zaporedja sestavljanja.
Algoritmu lahko na več načinov predstavimo relacije med sestavnimi deli, na pri-
mer: sestavljanje v virtualnem okolju [83], nepopolna zaporedja montaže [90], govor-
nimi ukazi [86], itd. V tem delu smo se osredotočili na samostojno učenje relacij med
danimi sestavnimi deli. Sistem planiranja samostojno tvori poizkuse in jih izvede na
realnem sistemu. Po končani izvedbi se nauči modela relacij montažne naloge in tvori
optimalna zaporedja izvedbe sestavljanja.
Predlagane metode smo preizkusili z raznimi eksperimenti v simulacijah in na re-
alnih sistemih.
B.2 Prilagajanje robotskih trajektorij v stiku z okolico
Naše delo na področju robotskega gibanja temelji na izvajanju različnih nalog, ki zaje-
majo kontaktne sile in navore med manipuliranimi objekti, okoljem in človekom. Da
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Slika B.1: Učenje montažne naloge s kinestetičnim vodenjem robota.
zagotovimo varno in učinkovito izvedbo naloge, je potrebno gibanje robota prilagoditi
glede na zunanje vplive, ki jih vnaprej ne moremo predvideti.
V ta namen moramo najprej pridobiti ustrezne podatke, s katerimi lahko izvedemo
učni proces robotskega sistema. Uporabili smo učni postopek, pri katerem robot po-
snema človeka, kako izvaja želeno nalogo. Prenos človekovega gibanja na robotski
sistem lahko realiziramo z različnimi metodami: demonstracija gibanja s haptičnim
vmesnikom, zajemanje demonstracij z optičnim ali magnetnim senzorjem in kineste-
tično vodenje. V primerjavi s klasičnimi pristopi programiranja so te metode bolj intu-
itivne in predstavljajo hiter način programiranja potrebnega znanja tudi za nestrokovno
podkovano osebje v tovarni ali manjšem industrijskem obratu. Za izvedbo naloge je
potrebno zajeli naslednje parametre: pozicije in orientacije orodja v kartezičnem pro-
storu, transformirane v bazo robota, ter njihove prve in druge odvode. Potrebno pa je
zajeti tudi pripadajoče sile in navore, zapisane v koordinatnem sistemu orodja robota.
Pozicijski in orientacijski del zajetih trajektorij zapišemo z dinamičnimi generatorji
gibov v kartezičnem prostoru, kar je bilo prvič predstavljeno v delu Udeta in ostalih
[25]. Zapis trajektorij s to metodo omogoča enostavno upočasnjevanje in pospeševa-
nje robotskega gibanja med izvedbo naloge. Če demonstrirano trajektorijo ponovno
izvedemo, lahko že majhna sprememba v konfiguraciji delovnega prostora privede do
velikega odstopanja med dejanskimi izmerjenimi in tistimi silami in navori, ki so bili
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zajeti med demonstracijo. To vodi k neuspešni izvedbi naloge in posledično lahko tudi
poškoduje robotski mehanizem in okolico. V ta namen smo v dinamične generatorje
gibov vpeljali nove parametre, s katerimi upoštevamo odstopanja v silah in navorih.
Ideja metode v tem delu je, da s pomočjo dinamičnih generatorjev gibov in vpeljavo
robotskega učenja s ponavljanjem, minimiziramo odstopanja med silami in s tem omo-
gočimo hitrejšo in optimalnejšo izvedbo naloge.
Kot že omenjeno, smo v tem doktorskem delu uporabili robotsko učenje s pona-
vljanjem (Iterative Learning Control - ILC [103, 56]). Cilj učenja je, da v iterativnem
učnem procesu postopoma zmanjšamo odstopanja med dejanskimi, demonstriranimi
silami in navori čez cikle, ter s tem pospešimo proces izvajanja naloge. Uporabljen
učni postopek predpostavlja, da je vsaka izvedba naloge enako dolga. To predstavlja
problem pri adaptaciji trajektorij v stiku z okolico, saj je med samo izvedbo trajektorije
gibanje robota potrebno upočasniti. Da se izognemo temu problemu, učenje izvedemo
po fazi dinamičnih generatorjev gibov. S tem odpravimo časovno odvisnost trajektorij,
saj postanejo fazno odvisne in omogočijo adaptacijo gibanja.
Metodo smo testirali z montažno nalogo vstavljanja čepa v luknjo. Testiranje smo
realizirali na impedančno vodenem robotu KUKA LWR in admitančno vodenem ro-
botu Universal robot UR5. Zbrani rezultati potrjujejo, da je metoda uporabna na raz-
ličnih robotskih platformah.
B.3 Pasivna interakcija robota z okolico
Interakcija robotskega mehanizma z okolico mora biti varna in stabilna. Kriterij pa-
sivnosti poda oceno energije v sistemu. Če sistem proizvede več energije kot je lahko
porabi, je to indikator, da sistem postaja nestabilen. V ta namen smo izvedli ana-
lizo pasivnosti sistema, sestavljenega iz naslednjih sklopljenih podsistemov: dinamič-
nih generatorjev gibov, admitančnega regulatorja, impedančnega regulatorja, robota in
okolice (Slika B.2).
Z analizo energije podsistemov smo izpeljali kriterij pasivnosti, ki estimira energijo
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sistema v vsakem časovnem trenutku izvajanja naloge. Če je izhod kriterija pasivnosti
≤ 0, sistem ohranja energijo in ostaja stabilen. V nasprotnem primeru sistem proizvaja
energijo, zato je potrebno energijo zmanjševati, da preprečimo nestabilno delovanje.
V ta namen dinamičen generator gibov upočasnimo in admitančnem vodenju damo
več časa, da prilagodi gibanje in posledično interakcijsko silo s katero deluje robot
na okolico ter zmanjšamo energijo sistema. Ker pa s to metodo ne moremo povsem
zagotoviti pasivnega obnašanja sistema, smo sistemu predpisali dovoljeno energijo,
ki jo lahko porabi oz. vnese v sistem za izvedbo naloge. Energija je predpisana v
obliki rezervoarja energije. Ko sistem preide v aktivno delovanje in začne prilagajati
gibanje, se energija iz rezervoarja začne porabljati. Ob sunkovitih spremembah, ko
sistem postane izrazito ne pasiven, se energija rezervoarja povsem izprazni in sistem
se varno ustavi. Na ta način je mogoče varno prilagoditi gibanje robotskega sistema






















Slika B.2: Sistem vodenja robotskega mehanizma.
B.4 Statistično učenje robotskih trajektorij
Uspešno izvajanje robotskih nalog v vsakdanjih okoljih temelji na povezovanju že ob-
stoječega znanja za tvorjenje novega. Uspešno izvedene robotske naloge, shranjene
v bazi znanja, je mogoče s statističnimi metodami uporabiti za tvorjenje novih nalog.
Dve najbolj pogosto uporabljeni metodi statističnega učenja sta Gaussova regresija
[119] in lokalno utežena regresija [64]. V disertaciji smo uporabili lokalno uteženo
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regresijo, ki predstavlja ne-parametrično metodo statistične aproksimacije in uporabi
naučene podatke, shranjene v bazi trajektorij za generiranje novih gibanj. Metoda
daje večji poudarek podatkom, ki so bližje točki povpraševanja iz katerih tvori lokalne
modele. V večini primerov ta pristop predstavlja prednost, saj aproksimacija z global-
nimi modeli predstavlja kompleksen optimizacijski problem. V ta namen smo najprej
s kinestetičnim vodenjem posneli bazo robotskih gibanj, sestavljeno iz pozicijskih in
orientacijskih trajektorij, pripadajočih trajektorij sil in navorov, ter parametrov, ki opi-
sujejo dano nalogo. Statistično učenje pozicijskih trajektorij je bilo izvedeno v delu
Udeta in ostalih [105], v našem delu se osredotočamo predvsem na statistično učenje
orientacijskih trajektorij zapisanih s kvaternioni in statističnem učenju trajektorij sil in
navorov.
Predstavljeno metodo statističnega učenja orientacijskih trajektorij smo najprej
preizkusili v simulaciji. Računalniško sintetizirane orientacijske trajektorije so bile
povsem gladke (Slika B.3 ) in metoda statističnega učenja je reproducirala dobre re-
zultate. Med kasnejšo izvedbo učenja na podatkovni bazi, pridobljeni s človeško de-
monstracijo, so bili rezultati primerljivi.
Statistično učenje sil in navorov smo izvedli na eksperimentu vstavljanja čepa v lu-
knjo. V ta namen smo posneli bazo vzorčnih gibanj, pri kateri so točke povpraševanja
predstavljali parametri globine in dolžine luknje. S predlaganim postopkom statistič-
nega učenja smo dobili estimacijo trajektorije sile in navorov pri doslej neznani točki
povpraševanja, ki je bila uporabljena kot referenca za adaptacijo gibanja. Adaptacijo
naučene pozicijske trajektorije je bilo potrebno izvesti, ker že manjša odstopanja lahko
vodijo do velikih sil, ki delujejo na robotski mehanizem. Izvedbo naloge s statistično
naučenimi silami in navori smo primerjali z izvedbo naloge, kjer je bila kot referenčna
trajektorija sil in navorov za adaptacijo uporabljena trajektorija iz baze referenčnih gi-
banj najbližje točki povpraševanja. Izvedba s statistično naučenimi silami in navori se
je izkazala za boljšo aproksimacijo, ker je bilo potrebno manj adaptacije med izvedbo,
slednje je vodilo do hitrejše izvedbe trajektorije (Slika B.4).
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Slika B.3: Sintetizirana baza vzorčnih gibanj orientacijskih trajektorij, prikazanih z modro
barvo in statistično naučenih trajektorij, prikazanih s rdečo barvo.
B.5 Transformacija robotskega gibanja in planiranje zaporedja
izvedbe montažnih nalog
Da bi izkoristili celotno delovno območje robota, je potrebno naučena gibanja trans-
formirati na nove lokacije. Za detekcijo objektov v delovnem območju smo uporabili
tridimenzionalni strojni vid. Lokalizacija objekta je izvedena z uporabo metode ite-
rativne najbližje točke. Uporabili smo varianto slednje metode, ki deluje na podlagi
prilagoditve tridimenzionalnega modela objekta na oblak točk, zajetih v prostoru. Me-
todo so predlagali Buch in ostali [82] v svojem delu. Na ta način pridobimo pozicijo in
orientacijo objekta v globalnem koordinatnem sistemu. Demonstrirano robotsko traj-
ektorijo na kalibrirnem mestu (pozicija objekta v globalnem koordinatnem sistemu je
poznana) smo nato z določanjem relativnega premika med naučeno in zaznano lego
ustrezno transformirali. Strojni vid in kalibracija sistema prinašata negotovosti, ki jih
je potrebno kompenzirati. V ta namen je potrebno vsako trajektorijo med izvedbo
prilagoditi, da zagotovimo ustrezne sile in uspešno izvedbo naloge.
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Izmerjene sile - po adaptaciji z uporabljenimi
Izmerjene sile - po adaptaciji z uporabljenim









Faza - po adaptaciji, z uporabljenimi ref.
Slika B.4: Primerjava vstavljanja čepa v luknjo po izvedeni adaptaciji, kjer je bila v prvem
primeru kot ref. traj. sil in navorov (črtkana modra in rdeča črta) uporabljena trajektorija
najbližje točki povpraševanja (prikazana z rdečo barvo) in v drugem primeru statistično na-
učena trajektorija (prikazana z modro barvo). Izmerjeni odzivi sil po adaptaciji so prikazani
na zgornjih dveh in spodnjem levem grafu. Spodnji desni graf prikazuje potek faze izvedenih
trajektorij. Vidimo lahko, da je izvedba z uporabljenimi statistično naučenimi silami in navori
(modra barva) hitrejša kot izvedba trajektorije z uporabljeno trajektorijo, ki je najbližja k točki
povpraševanja (rdeča barva).
Velikokrat, predvsem na robu zaznavnega območja strojnega vida, je natančnost
estimacije pozicije objekta zelo zmanjšana. To pomeni, da pride do razlike med dejan-
sko pozicijo objekta in pozicijo izmerjeno s strojnim vidom. Napaka v večini primerov,
kljub izvedbi prilagajanja trajektorije, privede do neuspešne izvedbe naloge. V ta na-
men smo razvili posebni strategiji, s katerima je mogoče določiti natančno pozicijo
montažne luknje v objektu. Najprej s pomočjo vodenja po sili vzpostavimo kontakt s
objektom. V tem primeru se robot giblje v lokalnem koordinatnem sistemu objekta, ki
sovpada z smerjo vstavljanja čepa v luknjo. Nato izvedemo strategiji:
• Verifikacija: v kontaktu izvedemo gibanje orodja robota v lokalni +dx in -dx, ter
+dy in -dy smeri in beležimo pozicijo orodja robota v lokalni z smeri. V obeh
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primerih je z smer vodena po sili, x− y smeri pa pozicijsko. Po zaključenem
gibanju določimo pozicijski minimum v lokalni z smeri. Če minimum obstaja,
je montažna luknja na pravilni poziciji in izvedemo naučeno trajektorijo. Če
lokalni minimum ne obstaja, nadaljujemo z drugo strategijo.
• Iskanje: Za določanje pozicije montažne luknje uporabimo stohastično iskanje.
V kontaktu izvedemo majhne naključne gibe v lokalni x in y smeri. Med izvedbo
beležimo spremembe v lokalni z smeri, katera je vodena po sili. Po končanem
iskanju nam lokalni minimum v z smeri poda začetno točko naučene trajektorije.
Uspešnost navedenih metod smo statistično preizkusili z več različno oblikovanimi
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Slika B.5: Grafični prikaz uspešnosti izvedbe naloge z in brez uporabe strategije iskanja in
verifikacije.
stop smo uporabili pri planiranju zaporedja montažnih nalog. Algoritem planiranja se
je na podlagi z robotom opravljenih poizkusov vstavljanja različno oblikovanih čepov
v montažne luknje naučil relacij med čepi in montažnimi luknjami. V ta namen smo
razvili sistem odločanja, ki je na osnovi pravilno oz. napačno izvedenega poizkusa
ovrednotil vhodne podatke in posredoval odločitev algoritmu planiranja. Ko so bile
vse relacije preizkušene, se je algoritem naučil modela celotne montažne naloge in ro-
botskemu sistemu posredoval ustrezna zaporedja izvedbe montaže. Na ta način se je
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robotski sistem samostojno naučil tvoriti zaporedja za namene montažnih nalogah.
B.6 Zaključek
V doktorski nalogi smo predstavili metode za izvajanje robotskih operacij v kontaktu
z okolico.
Predstavili smo metodo, s katero je mogoče prilagoditi robotsko gibanje glede na
spremembe v okolici. Želeno nalogo smo najprej naučili s pomočjo posnemanja in pri
tem zajeli tudi pripadajoče kontaktne sile in navore, ki nastopajo pri izvedbi naloge.
Zajete trajektorije smo zapisali z dinamičnimi generatorji gibov, ki omogočajo mo-
dulacijo gibanja ne glede na čas izvedbe. Med izvedbo naloge se kontaktne sile lahko
spremenijo, zato trajektorijo prilagodimo in zagotovimo uspešno izvedbo naloge. Vpe-
ljali smo tudi robotsko učenje s ponavljanjem in posledično izboljšali izvedbo naloge
in s tem zagotovili primerno hitrost ter dosegli želene kontaktne sile in navore.
Ker je varnost sistema pomemben faktor, smo izvedli analizo pasivnosti sistema.
Pasivnost nam poda oceno energije, ki je shranjena v sistemu. Če je energije preveč,
lahko le-ta povzroči nestabilno delovanje in posledično poškoduje robota, človeka in
okolico. V ta namen smo razvili metodo, ki ob naraščanju energije spremeni dinamiko
sistema in s tem stabilizira energijo v njem. Predstavljeno metodo smo uporabili v
eksperimentu, v katerem je robot moral brisati neznano podlago.
Predstavili smo tudi metodo statističnega učenja robotskih gibanj v kontaktu z oko-
lico. V ta namen je bilo potrebno posneti knjižnico pozicijskih in orientacijskih traj-
ektorij ter sil in navorov, potrebnih za izvedbo naloge. Razvili smo novo metodo za
statistično učenje orientacijskih trajektorij, zapisanih s kvaternioni, ter statistično uče-
nje sil in navorov. Robot želeno nalogo lahko izvede, tudi če se parametri naloge
spremenijo.
Razvili smo tudi metodo detekcije objektov v delovnem prostoru robota in transfor-
macijo naučenih gibanj na detektirane lokacije. Pri tem je zelo pomembna natančnost
zunanjih senzorjev in kalibracija med sistemoma, ker le-ta vnaša šum v sistem kar
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posledično zmanjša učinkovitost metode. V ta namen je potrebno transformirani gib
ustrezno prilagoditi in tako zagotoviti uspešno izvedbo naloge.
Prav tako smo uspešno izvedli samostojno učenje zaporedja izvajanja montažnih
nalog s planerjem. Sistem se je zmožen sam naučiti potrebnih oblikovnih in pozicij-
skih relacij med posameznimi elementi, ter samostojno in zanesljivo izvesti načrtovano
sestavljanje.
Predlagane metode smo preizkusili v simulaciji in na realnih nalogah sestavljanja
različnih objektov.
B.6.1 Prispevki k znanosti
• Učenje robotskih gibanj v stiku z okolico s posnemanjem, pri čemer smo ob
pozicijah in orientacijah upoštevali tudi sile in navore, ki nastanejo med izvedbo
naloge (primitivi gibanja v kartezičnih koordinatah, ILC in pasivnost).
• Statistično učenje robotskih gibanj v stiku z okolico ob upoštevanju parametrov
naloge.
• Zagotavljanje varnega delovanja sistema v spreminjajočih se kontaktnih nalogah.
• Integracija zunanjih senzorjev za prenos naučenih robotskih operacij na različne
lokacije znotraj delovnega prostora in samostojno učenje relacij sestavljanja raz-
lično oblikovanih objektov.
Ključne besede: učenje s posnemanjem, prilagajanje robotskih trajektorij, mani-
pulacija, dinamični generatorji gibov, transformacija gibanja, pasivna interakcija, de-
tekcija objektov, planiranje montažnih nalog.
